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PRESIDENT'S REININET
Drawing lines
ne of the constant tugs-ofwar between unions and
employers is the issue of
jurisdiction. Every time a union
wins a battle for representation
and fair compensation, it's like the
employers hire a think tank to
come up with ways to start chipping away at the union's strength.
Often, right after a union victory, we see new investment in
machinery and technology, reducing the workforce and whittling
away at its power to extract concessions from the owners. Shortly
after Hawaii sugar workers joined
the ILWU, finally tossed out
decades of near-feudalistic rule and
won decent wages, benefits and
working conditions, new technological changes were introduced,
resulting in many layoffs.
Other times, employers find
even more clever ways to use technology to get around the job done
by union workers. Longshore
employers took computers and
tried to take most of the vessel
planning and record keeping out of
the hands of ILWU marine clerks.
Only the savvy and timely organization of new planners and office
cleriaals have kept most of that
work from running off to right-towork areas like Utah, out of ILWU
reach and control.
The legendary M&M agreement (Mechanization and Modernization) the ILWU negotiated with
the employer group Pacific
Maritime Association in the late
50s and 60s pioneered a new union
approach to this problem. While
accepting the new containerization
technolou as inevitable in a capitalist economy, it demanded the
existing union workforce be trained
to use the new machines. The new
technology resulted in a significant
reduction in the number of workers
on the waterfront, but the ILWU
still protected good jobs for thousands of people and still has significant influence on the West Coast
ports, the labor movement and in
local communities.
Other jurisdiction issues arise
when changes in an industry create
new jobs on the edges of union
work. This is what is happening
now with the trend of putting
intermodal rail yards at ports.
These facilities, where containers
are transferred from ship to rail or
from rail to ship, are the future of
the cargo transportation industry.
And even though they are at the
port and the work of moving containers has always belonged to the
ILWU, the railroads are trying to
run them non-union.
The story on page 7 continues
our coverage of the ongoing fight to
get back the jobs Local 10 organized at the Richmond intermodal
facility and to assure the new jobs
at the intermodal yard now under
construction at the Port of Oakland
will be ILWU when it opens next
spring. The Port has been put on
notice that the union movement in
the Bay Area is adamant about this
demand. But neither the Port or
the railroad have made commitments so the union will be continuing to put political and community
pressure, as well as on-the-job pressure, until this one is won.
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Power and Responsibility
By Brian McWilliams
ILWU International President
One of the bedrock principles of the ILWU's democratic tradition has been the accountability of our elected leaders and
their responsibility to act in the long-term interests of the whole
union. But the Longshore Division Caucus in May left me deeply
concerned that that tradition—and the ILWU's central goal of
organizing workers and fighting for their interests—is being lost.
Changes in the economy over the last couple of decades
have caused major changes in the demographics of the ILWU,
that in turn have changed the internal politics of our union.
The Warehouse division has been decimated by runaway
houses that don't need to be by the waterfront as in the early
days of the union, as well as by just-in-time deliveries and the
trend toward offshore and right-to-work venues.
The demise of the sugar and pineapple industries in Hawaii
have dearly hurt Local 142, although activists there have been
working hard to organize our tourism people into a cohesive
industry voice.
The decline in logging and other forest products in the
Northwest due to environmental laws and export bans has
greatly reduced work in the smaller ports in that area.
At the same time the high productivity of the mechanized
waterfront allowed
the Longshore Division to enjoy large
wage gains while
most of the rest of
the union remained
stuck in the stagnant
wage levels of the
majority of the
American working
class. This has distanced the Longshore Division from
the rest of the union
and those struggling
on the edges of the
economy to survive.
Containerization
has concentrated
longshore work in
fewer, larger ports, especially in Los Angeles/Long Beach,
because of the huge population boom in Southern California and
rail access to the Midwest. This shift showed itself at the last
Longshore Caucus where for the first time two locals from the
same area, 13 and 63, had almost one half of the votes (42 of
99) of the entire division between them.
In the past there were counter-balancing forces in the union
compromise
and concern for the different interests were necso
essary to forge majorities. But that's no longer the case. And
with Locals 13 and 63 voting as a block on nearly every issue
at the Caucus. two locals out of 30 controlled every decision.
With that kind of power comes an awesome responsibility,
a responsibility to wield power in the interests of the whole union
and the whole working class. Unfortunately, that is not what we
are seeing.
Instead, ever since my re-election last year, we have witnessed a never-ending series of attacks on my Presidency,
attacks that have no basis in a principled political difference, but
are merely motivated by personal animosity, greed and a desire
for power that could not be won through a democratic election.
We have seen an election challenge and Constitutional crisis that fizzled after two long International Executive Board meetings because it had no basis; a local presidents' meeting called

With power
comes an
awesome
responsibility to
wield it in the
interests of the
whole union.
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STEVE STALLONE
Editor

—Steve Stallone
Editor

to attack my administration for a language change in the longshore benefit Summary Plan Description booklet that was
known from the beginning had occurred under the administration of former International President David Arian; another local
presidents' meeting to attack me for a modification in the longshore pension funding that better protected pensioners, was
meant to secure its future and was properly made by consensus
of the then-Coast Committee in consultation with our financial
experts; and then a Caucus where these non-issues were used
to pass a vote of no confidence in my administration because no
chargeable offenses could be manufactured.
The Caucus, like the IEB and local presidents' meetings,
was mostly an orchestrated attack on the structure of the union
and the office of the President. It accomplished little to prepare
for next year's contract because that was not what was planned.
But it's not the unwarranted and personal attacks that bother me so much. It's that the time, energy, money and focus of
our union has been wasted in plotting and organizing these
power struggles. It's kept us busy, but not productive, at a time
when we have so much real work to do.
We have members whose contracts are under employer
attack, like the Los Angeles pilots of Local 68 and the longshore
workers who load the
borax ships in Local
20A. We have important
jurisdictional fights like
LAXT and the intermodal rail yards in
Richmond and Oakland.
We have an organizing
program with a budget
and an energetic and
dedicated staff, but
which stiU requires the
hard work of officers
and rank and file at the
local level. We have
other. larger social
issues. from protecting
Social Security and
basic issues like the
minimum wage and the
eight-hour day to maintaining international solidarity and labor
legislation that demand our attention.
Internal debate and disagreement are the hallmark of a
healthy democratic organization. But in the ILWU's past those
struggles were defined by principled political differences in how
to achieve the goals of the union and the working class. The
ILWU would never have been able to accomplish the great warehouse organizing of the March Inland or the organization of
Hawaii agricultural workers if we were engaged in the kind of
power struggles we are now seeing. In all the meetings and
attacks of the last year the opposition has not articulated any different vision of how to organize workers and fight for their interests. They have not articulated any program except to argue for
the "right" to memorialize side deals with the employers, that is,
to use the union's power for the benefit of the least needy.
We need to get back to the philosophy that carried the ILWU
through its early years to face the crises of our times. I take my
case directly to you rank and file members. I ask you to get
involved in the affairs of your local, to join your local Volunteer
Organizing Committee, to help out with the political activities of
your area District Council. And tell your local officers to keep the
political infighting to the elections and in the meantime to concentrate on the real work of the union,

TOM PRICE
Assistant Editor
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Leadership Education and Development Institute

Building new leadership
By Joe lbarra
International Secretary-Treasurer

The traditions of the ILWU are unique in the labor movement. Its dependence on democracy and rank and file participation in the local unions and the International Union places a
lot of responsibility on the young and upcoming leadership.
That leadership must find ways to guarantee that those traditions are passed down from generation to generation.
It is important that all of us understand that organizing and
education are linked to each other and to the health, welfare and
future of the ILWU. With this in mind, and guided by
International Convention action in 1994 and 1997, the Titled
Officers have taken a series of steps to develop programs and
materials that will assist organizing, unify the membership, and
increase development of effective leadership
We firmly believe that the membership's understanding and
appreciation of their rights, heritage and responsibilities is
essential to the kind of solidarity needed to build the union and
to build the ILWU program in our communities.
By now most of you have seen our video, We Are The
ILWU" and read the new "ILWU Story." These informative items
were developed by the officers in keeping with the mandate of the
1994 Convention's education program. The next step in fulfilling
this mandate calls for the International to sponsor a leadership
training institute on the U.S. mainland. I am therefore pleased to
announce the ILWU's first Leadership Education and
Development Institute
(LEAD) to be held Nov.
18-22, 1998 in Palm
Springs, California.
In keeping with the
1994 Convention action
mandating the Institute.
and with the 1997
Convention's budget
decision to place the
union's priority on organizing, the Titled Officers
want to ensure the
development of new
leadership with a firm
grasp of ILWU history
and traditions, as well as
of union finances and
administrative procedures. We also want to
ensure a clear understanding of the relationship of the local
unions and Coast Committee to the International Union, and a
working knowledge of decision making and problem solving,
with emphasis on the democratic processes that have been the
foundation for ILWU leadership.
Participation in "LEAD" requires a member's commitment
to be of service to the union, to contribute to the internal mobilization necessary for new effective union representation and
new organizing. Upon completion of the Institute, participants
will be asked to be more active in their local unions' activities
and at their regional levels.
Until now responsibility for developing educational programs and leadership training has always been left up to the
locals. Over time this has meant there have been only occasional stewards workshops and new members classes.
The most consistent, substantial and effective educational
programs in the ILWU have been those developed by Hawaii
Local 142. Convention resolutions have commended Local
142's efforts and called upon other locals and the International
to implement the Local 142 approach to leadership training and
to internal education.
The consistent theme of 142's educational program has
been to teach politics and history together with trade union
skills. These programs carry out leadership training and new
member education in coordination with effective contract
administration and organizing campaigns.
This strategic view of educational programs, placing them
in the context of the needs of the union and its members,
stands in contrast to the previous lack of strategy and intermittent use of resources that are available at the International.
What is new today, however, is the emphasis by the Convention
on what the International can do to coordinate the creation and
implementation of effective programs on shoestring budgets.
The 1994 Convention, for example, listed the programs and
materials the delegates wanted to see put in place—but no provision was made to finance the program. The officers were

Leadership
must find ways
to guarantee
ILWU traditions
are passed
down from
generation to
generation.

simply instructed to fund the educational programs "by any
means necessary."
To set up our program in a responsible manner has meant
drawing upon our own members and staff, as well as the
resources of the AFL-CIO. We were able to use departmental
budgets, for example, to pay for "The ILWU Story." A similar
approach financed the production of our video. "LEAD" is being
financed by the Education and Travel allocation of the
International's 1998 budget, which was passed at our 1997
Convention.
Participation will be limited to a maximum of 100 members
of the ILWU and the IBU who have been active in their local or
region as committee members, stewards, trustees, executive
board members, or caucus and convention delegates. Priority
will be given to those members who have not held full-time paid
union office. Application will be made to the Titled Officers, who
may seek input from the applicant's local union. The budget will
only cover participants' room and board, facilities and guest
instructors. All local unions are requested to invest in the future
of the ILWU and plan to set aside some funds to cover participants' travel (and any lost wages). Hardship applications will be
considered. Official applications will soon be mailed to each
U.S. local and IBU region. Interested members may also
request an application by contacting the International directly
by fax or mail addressed to: Joe lbarra, Secretary-Treasurer,
LEAD Applications,
1188 Franklin Street,
San Francisco, CA
94109 (Fax: 415775-1302).
"LEAD" will be conducted as an educational retreat so that
we can most effectively learn from each
other's knowledge
experience.
and
Participants will be
expected to attend
without family members or significant
others, and to participate in all scheduled
events. Another requirement for participation is a willingness to prepare for Palm Springs by completing some assigned readings and a questionnaire about local
and regional ILWU issues.
The curriculum is intensive and challenging. Instructors
will be drawn from the ranks of active and retired ILWU members, as well as staff from both the International and the AFLCIO. Subject areas to be covered include:
• The traditions, responsibilities and ethics of ILWU leadership.
• Communications and problem-solving skills for organizing, bargaining and conducting local union business.
• Internal finances: Who pays for what, why, how much?
Making and administering a budget at the International,
the Coast, the Local and Region.
• Organizing: Strategies and tactics—past and present.
Mobilizing resources and members.
• Economics: Where does the ILWU fit in the regional,
national and global economy? What does the future hold?
What implications does this analysis have for strategic
objectives in organizing and bargaining?
• Economic research for organizing and bargaining.
• Mobilizing to organize.
• Political action, solidarity and organizing: Implementing
the ILWU's political and social agenda through foreign,
national and community action campaigns.
We are excited about the potential for this Institute. It is
the first of its kind for the ILWU on the U.S. mainland. Today,
as we grapple with how best to apply the lessons of the past to
the present and the future, we are fully aware that new measures have to be taken—like "LEAD"—to help us mobilize for
expanded organizing and increased participation, strength, militancy and unity, all of which will preserve our unique and
proven traditions that have served our members well regardless
of what division or industry they belong to.
Those interested in participating should raise the question
with your Local so that funds can be committed to this effort.
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Wells Fargo
Bank makes
National
AFL-CIO
boycott list
he AFL-CIO announced it
has officially added Wells
Fargo Bank to its national boycott list May 22 because of
the bank's financial support of
a union-busting drive.
The United Steel Workers of
America represents 1,100
hourly employees working at
the Colorado Fuel & Iron mill.
in Pueblo, Colorado. The workers walked off the job last
October after management continued to demand more and
more concessions in contract
talks and demonstrated extreme bad faith in the process.
The mill continues to operate
with scab labor.
The National Labor Relations Board's Denver office
charged the company with more
than 100 illegal labor practices
and ruled the walkout a strike
against unfair labor practices.
The USWA charges the dispute
has dragged on so long because
of the financial assistance Well
Fargo has provided CF&I and
its parent company Oregon
Steel Mills.
Although the bank claims
"neutrality" in the dispute,
reports filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission
show Wells Fargo agreed to
modify the terms of the loan
agreement and provided the
company with access to an additional $15 million to partially
offset the cost of the strike. In
February the bank once again
renegotiated its loan agreement
to help OSM avoid default.
"These are not the actions
of a disinterested third party
acting on business principles
and legal obligations," said
George
President
USWA
Becker.
To date consumers and
labor organizations, including
several ILWU locals, have withdrawn more than $139 million
from Wells Fargo to protest the
support the bank has given
Oregon Steel in its war on the
Pueblo workers.
Wells Fargo announced
June 8 it will merge with
Norwest Bank of Minneapolis,
Minnesota to create the country's seventh largest bank. It
will retain the Wells Fargo
name and keep its headquarters
in San Francisco. The new company will have $191 billion in
assets, branches in 21 states
about 20 million customers and
90,000 employees.
"I am urging all international and local unions and central labor bodies to withdraw
funds and to notify my office as
well as the bank of the actions,"
said AFL-CIO President John
Sweeney. "Our resolve in this
matter will send a clear signal
not only to Wells Fargo, but to
other banks that would use our
own deposits against working
families and our unions."
—Dispatcher staff reports
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VITANIIIINGTON
REPORT
By Lindsay McLaughlin
ILWU Legislative Director
rancesca Tenconi is an 11-yearold girl suffering from Pemphigus Foliaceous, a disease in
which her body's immune system
becomes overactive and attacks protein in her skin. Her parents have
had to battle with their HMO in order
to receive an appropriate diagnosis'
and medical care.
her father,
According
to
Francesca's medical and insurance
ordeal began in December 1995 when,
at the age of 11, she was diagnosed
with a skin rash. By March that condition had spread and become worse.
By April it was so bad she could not
attend school. During this period, her
parents made several requests to get
a referral to a specialist to find out
what was going on, but her HMO
refused.
In May, almost 6 months after the
first appearance of her skin "rash,"
the HMO did some biopsies, sent
them to out-of-network doctors and
finally got an accurate diagnosis.
Even after receiving the diagnosis,
her HMO insisted on treating the disease with its own doctors, even
though this is a very complicated, difficult disease requiring the expertise
of specialists.
Not until February 1997, more
than one year after her symptoms
appeared, did they finally allow her to
receive care at Stanford Medical
Center, where there were doctors
capable of treating this illness.
This is a real live little girl who
for a year had basically no skin on her
back. Explaining the prolonged and
unnecessary pain his daughter
endured for over a year, Don Tenconi
said: "If you feel this pain, you will
shed tears of pain. The same tears
Francesca shed night after night,
week after week for months."
Think about being that little
girl's mother or father. Think about
their continued appeals to try to get
appropriate care from their managed
care company.

Do we need a health care
Patients' Bill of Rights?
SUMMARY OF
PATIENTS' BILL OF RIGHTS

F

Because Francesca received her
health care through her father's
employer, the HMO claims ERISA
shields it from damages resulting
from delaying and denying medically
appropriate care and referrals. And
that is wrong.
Francesca's story was recounted
by Dr. Greg Ganske, a Republican
member of Congress of Iowa, who is
brave enough to buck the Republican
leadership and support the Patients'
Bill of Rights Act. This legislation
ensures that every American family
participating in a health plan, including the Tenconi family, has the quality health care they deserve.
Unfortunately, Speaker Gingrich and
the Republican right-wing corporate
leadership are blocking the bill from
coming to a vote in the House or Senate
floor. Perhaps the reason is that members of Congress receive millions of dollars of campaign money from the managed care and insurance industries.
Both the House and Senate versions of the Patients' Bill of Rights
Act provide basic consumer protec-

tions such as the right to a specialist
for the care you need, the right to
emergency room care, and the right
to appeal of a health care decision
with which you disagree. These are
common sense solutions to a managed care industry that has been
taken over by the forces of greed. The
CEOs of America's top publicly traded HMOs averaged $6.2 million in
compensation per executive in 1996.
This figure does not even include the
$13.5 million per executive in stock
options. Yet these same executives are
"crying wolf" when they claim they
will be forced to increase costs to pay
for basic consumer protections.
Here are the basic proposals
embodied in The Patients' Bill of
Rights Act. If you agree that it is time
for Congress to enact these common
sense proposals, write your Senators
and member of Congress. Time is
running out in the legislative session
so write your letter strong and indicate that you will oppose any member
of Congress who does not support the
Patients' Bill of Rights.

1. Allows you to see the same
doctor throughout a pregnancy or a
course of treatment for a serious illness, even if your doctor leaves your
health plan or if your employer
changes your health insurance.
2. Requires managed care and
insurance plans to provide children
with access to pediatric specialists,
like pediatric heart specialists and
surgeons, and to hospitals that specialize in treating children.
3. Requires managed care and
insurance plans to offer consumers a
sufficient choice of doctors and hospitals, and allows patients to see any
qualified doctor outside their list if
the providers on the list do not meet
their needs.
4. Eliminates the so-called "gag
rules" that prevent doctors and nurses from telling patients about certain
treatment options not covered by the
managed care plan.
5. Requires all medical decisions
about patient care be made by the
doctor treating the patient, not by the
administrators of the managed care
plan or insurance company officials.
6. Requires managed care and
insurance plans to allow patients
whose health conditions clearly
require the care of a specialist, such
as an OB/GYN, to have access to specialists without having to get permission each time from a primary care
physician or insurance company official.
7. Requires managed care and
insurance plans to cover emergency
room visits if a reasonable person
would consider the situation an emergency
8. Gives patients denied care by
managed care and insurance plans
the right to appeal those decision to
an independent appeal board, and
requires timely resolution of these
appeals.

Behind the come-from-behind Prop 226 victory
By Tom Price
roposition 226, the gag-labor
California ballot measure, went
down heavily in one of labor's
most important victories at the polls.
The efforts of tens of thousands of
activists rolled back public opinion
from 72 percent in favor last
November to a 54 to 46 percent defeat
in the June 2 election.
The more voters learned about
the measure the worse it fared. Union
members hammered it 71 to 29 percent when they got to the voting
booth, reversing earlier polls showing
members favoring the measure before
the union campaign kicked into full
gear.
The political biographies of the
measure's supporters also worked
against it. Governor Pete Wilson's
opposition to the eight-hour day
belied his support for "pay check protection." Washington right-wing
insider Grover Norquist's lobbying
for foreign governments, and Prop.
226's specific exemption of the subsidiaries of foreign companies from
contribution prohibition, belied any
altruistic motives he may have had.
These and other supporters favored
privatization or even abolition of
Social Security and Medicare. They
have advocated privatization of
schools and the abolition of the minimum wage, the eight-hour day and
the union shop—in short, all progres-

p

sive legislation working people
achieved in the last century.
The right wing proposed the
same thing for Nevada workers, who
are conducting vigorous organizing
campaigns themselves. However,
Clark County District Judge Myron
Leavitt ruled the proposed measure
unconstitutional June 10, before it
ever reached the Nevada ballot. The
judge ruled that the measure violates
union members' First Amendment
rights; unfairly targets labor organizations; is pre-empted by federal
labor law and interferes with private,
voluntary check-offs in violation of
the U.S. Constitution.
Victories of this sort are costly,
and that was the intent of the proposition's sponsors. The cost to the
labor movement was nearly $20 million, and that's $20 million less to
spend in November, where other right
wing measures and candidates await.
The lesson the right has taught
labor is well taken. Workers will
never beat corporate America and
their Republican friends on a dollarfor-dollar basis. But labor can mobilize tens of thousands of working people to fight for their own interests.
The cost in people-time is incalculable, though figures gathered by the
AFL-CIO discovered 24,000 new union
member activists, and thousands of
others who walked 5,000 precincts and
made over 650,000 calls are well

trained in fighting for workers rights. labor's opponents, regenerates itself
People-time, unlike the paid-time of and prepares for the next round.

Governor Pete Wilson is confronted by anti-Proposition 226 activist Channa
Newbem at an impromptu demonstration in San Francisco, May 29, 1998.
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Longshore Caucus Report
The Longshore Division held its
annual Caucus in May, setting some
groundwork for next year's contract
negotiations and taking care of its
regular housekeeping.
Looking ahead to the 1999 contract talks, the Caucus agreed on several items. One resolution requires
the membership be periodically
reminded until the contract is
resolved "to prepare themselves for
whatever may come, save their
money, don't buy anything they don't
need, and be ready to do whatever
necessary to keep our Union strong."
It also requires the Coast Committee
to report to the Contract Caucus the
range of cost the negotiated package
is likely to fall within and to identify
the cost of each specific recommendation, the number of members affected
and how it relates to goals identified
for the Division.
Another resolution would make a
contract demand that ILWU
President Emeritus Jimmy Herman's
birthday (August 21) be added as a
paid holiday. The Caucus also decided
that the Negotiating Committee will
elect its spokesman and chief negotiator and that it be a priority to
increase the monthly benefits for pre1991 retirees and widows.
The Caucus also adopted a barge
agreement proposal it wants the
Barge Committee to try to bargain
with the PMA. Its stated purpose is
"to establish a coastwise standard
and a level playing field in order to
promote a competitive business arena

for the employers and to increase job
opportunities for the longshore work
force in a consistently safe environment." The agreement would cover
barge operations not presently working under PCL&CA understandings
or local agreements. It would cover a
grievance procedure, wages and benefits and travel and subsistence.
With the imminent retirement of
Coast Benefits Specialist Jim
Santana, the Caucus lauded him for
his work over the last four years. It
then appointed Local 10 delegate
George Romero to take over the position for the next three years and
decided to keep the Benefits
Committee in place until the next
contract.
The Budget Committee recommended, and the Caucus agreed, that
the Fighting Fund assessment be
increased from $3 per member per
month to $5 and that the matter
should be approved by the membership via a referendum. The Caucus
also agreed to ask members to contribute $10 per month to deal with
legislative labor action. Like all political contributions, this assessment
must be voluntary.
To get an overview of the whole
Coast and formulate an approach to
protect jurisdiction the Caucus decided each local would prepare a review
of all operations within their port for
the Jurisdiction Committee. The
Caucus also agreed to reconstitute
the Log Committee.
With many new casuals starting

Nike Just Don't Do It!

Tom Price

Nearly 500 Workers, students,
community organizations and fair
trade groups, including many of the
young people targeted in Nike ads,
rallied in San Francisco April 18 in
a spirited protest of sweatshop conditions at Nike's various plants in
the Third World.
Protestors formed a human solidarity chain around the perimeter
of Union Square, linking hands to
show unity with thousands of others around the hemisphere who
sweatshops.
protesting
were
Marchers also stopped at the Disney
store, whose apparel products are
produced in Haitian sweatshops,
and at Victoria's Secret, where they
revealed the not-so-sexy secret that
Victoria's panties are also made
with sweatshop labor.
Activists also targeted the
on
Agreement
Multilateral
critics
by
called
(MAI),
Investments
"capitalism's Bill of Rights," and
NAFTA expansion under the Free
Trade Area of the Americas(FTAA)
disguise. This treaty extends
NAFTA's job-killing benefits to the
entire hemisphere.
The rally, timed to coincide with

the MAI meeting in Santiago, Chile of
Western Hemisphere heads of state,
protested all global trade agreements
that do not include worker rights and
environmental protection.
Simultaneous demonstrations
were held in 45 cities in the U.S. At a
rail crossing between San Diego and
Tijuana a large cross-border crowd
chanted support for the Han Young
workers and demanded they be
allowed a union of their choice.
Thousands rallied in Latin
America in coordinated efforts
protesting the Santiago meeting
where the drive for FTAA is to
begin. Scant mention of the opposition to these trade scams appeared
in the media, but public dissatisfaction registered in Paris, where MAI
drafting meetings have been postponed until October.
Labor and human rights
activists filed suit against Nike
April 20, claiming the company violates California's Business and
Professions code. The suit alleges
Nike failed to protect overseas
workers from abuse, as claimed in
company ads.
--Tom Price

to work on the waterfront, especially
in Southern California, and the PMA
attempting to win over the new workers, the Caucus passed a resolution
requiring the Education Committee
to develop a 12-month course on the
principles and traditions of the ILWU
and to make an effort to bring casuals
closer to the union. The Caucus also
passed a motion that all training programs for casuals will require joint
agreement between the PMA and the
ILWU before being implemented,that
no education for casuals will take
place without union agreement and
all joint training or education program instructors shall include union
instructors paid by PMA.
Local 200 delegates reported on
the attack on the Alaska longshore
workers. The employers have refused
to honor the area arbitrator's rulings,
not making their welfare payments
and moving to reduce and modify welfare benefits. In response the Caucus
passed three resolutions concerning
Alaska. One pledged the support of
the Longshore Division for the
upcoming benefits battle with the
employers and made the restoration
of benefits to Alaska longshore workers a priority. Another called for
bringing the Alaska Longshore
Division fully into the ILWU
Longshore Division. The last asks the
Coast Committee to negotiate an
Alaska travel agreement that
includes provisions protecting current industry travel.
The Caucus also took a number of
solidarity actions. On Tuesday, May
5, the second day of the meeting, the
regular morning session was cancelled. Instead, all delegates bussed
out to Richmond to participate in a
demonstration in support of the
intermodal yard workers recently
organized into Local 10 who had been
fired and replaced by a non-union
workforce (see story page 7).
Two days later Max Ogden, a
representative from the Australian
Council of Trade Unions (the
Australian AFL-CIO) gave the
Caucus a report on the waterfront
dispute between the Maritime Union
of Australia and Patrick Stevedoring
Company. Afterwards the Caucus
passed a resolution declaring that
the Longshore Division would coordinate industrial actions coastwise
in solidarity with the Australian
wharfies and send a delegation of
three rank and filers to Australia to
express its commitment to international solidarity.
With the PMA pursuing its
Neptune Jade legal attack on the
ILWU with renewed hostility the
Caucus passed a resolution demanding PMA drop its lawsuit against the
only remaining defendant, IBU San
Francisco Region Patrolman Robert
Irminger, "or face the wrath of an
angry ILWU and our friends internationally."
A few other issues addressed by
prior administrations proved more
controversial and divisive. Some delegates were upset that language stating pensioners had lifetime benefits
in the Summary Plan Description
(SPD) booklet of the benefits program had been taken out in 1992
under former International President
David Arian's administration without
the Coast Committee's knowledge
and criticized ILWU International
President Brian McWilliams for not
getting the language reinstated.
McWilliams pointed out that the
Pension Trust document only speaks
of lifetime eligibility and that—as
many old timers have long understood—pensioners only have the benefits if the union is strong enough to
negotiate them every contract. He
said it was not worth spending a lot of
money in arbitration and litigation to
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get a few words put back in the document when the real need was to find
a way to insure the funding of those
benefits. Nonetheless, the Caucus
voted to take the matter of the deleted language to arbitration.
The Caucus discussed a decision
by the previous Coast Committee to
modify the PMA's contribution to the
pension fund and moving its equity
from stocks to bonds. The Coast
Committee had done this—on the
advice of its financial consultant—to
better insure adequate pension funds
for retirees and to preserve employer
withdrawal liability. But some delegates were dissatisfied with how the
decision was made. So the Caucus
passed a motion requiring that in the
future such decisions would be made
by consensus of the Coast Committee
or, if that was not possible, by a
majority vote, even though that was
exactly the process that had taken
place.
Some delegates also criticized
McWilliams for using money in the
Emergency Fund to pay for the settlement of a discrimination lawsuit in
Tacoma. McWilliams said he had the
opportunity to settle for $300,000
while they were looking at a possible
$15 million liability and he needed to
move quickly to protect the union.
Although each of these decisions
was made by the past administration
with the advice of counsel and
experts, a majority of the current delegates were dissatisfied with them.
As a result some delegates drafted a
Statement of Unity in an attempt to
get the Coast Committee to work
together better. But before it was
signed other delegates placed a
motion on the floor for a vote of no
confidence in President McWilliams.
It passed by a vote of 61.7 to 37.3 (see
box for breakdown of vote). Then the
Statement of Unity was signed.
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strike for food

ITF rescues hungry crew
By Tom Price
omething seemed a little strange
on the ship New Nan Yang
Number One as it approached the
Oregon coast. The bar pilot, who
guides the ship through the treacherous off shore waters, usually had a cup
of coffee aboard before handing the
ship off to the river pilot, who guides
the ship up the Columbia River. But
this time he was offered only a small
bowl of rice. The chief cook looked
physically weak and embarrassed that
he had nothing else to offer. Word
spread along the river that this was a
troubled Ship.
So when the small, Chinese government-owned tanker, flying the
Singapore flag, pulled into Portland
at 7 p.m. May 28 after fighting river
currents for ten hours, ITF
(International Transport Workers'
Federation) Inspector Bob Dean was
there to meet it. Dean's job is to
enforce agreements between ships'
owners and crews, and what he saw
was all too familiar—a cold and hungry crew.
"The chandlers (ship's provisioners) were nowhere in sight, the ship's
agent showed up, but hadn't called
for food," Dean said. Finally Dean
called the provisioners and they
arrived to feed the crew at 2:30 a.m.
The captain, with no apparent
explanation, told the Filipino crew a
Chinese crew would replace them
once they reached their next stop in
Vancouver, B.C., even though many
had been with the ship for years. This
only fed the crew's anxiety.
They were owed back wages and
now faced being stranded on the
Eastern Shore of the Pacific with no
way to collect their pay. They had
been lied to about their wages and the
ship had run out of food shortly after

S

beginning the voyage.
In response they hung
an "on strike" banner
over the side and formally asked the assistance of the ITF.
The ship's owner
sent an agent from
Hong Kong, who at
first stonewalled. He
denied the nation of
ownership, claiming a
Singapore company
really owned the ship.
The agent asked the
pumphouse workers,
who were there to
unload the ship's cargo
of ethanol, to kick
Dean off the dock. But
instead these Teamsters refused to work
during a strike, especially with four of the
five pumps on the fritz.
Besides, a tanker sail- Strike banners on the New Nan Yang Number One. They read (Ito r): "Welcome ITF Portland,
ing up a treacherous Oregon" "Support us, ITF Inspector Robert Dean" and "We're on Strike!"
river in the driving
"When I left the room for a few
rain by a starving crew could be con- sign down during negotiations
minutes
the owner's representative
Dean
and
the
agent,
long
between
sidered a safety hazard.
The company blamed the captain, enough for a pump repair crew to offered the crew $200 each not to talk
who had sailed from El Salvador with come on board and sign a repair con- to the ITF," Dean said. But the crew
an empty larder, for the state of the tract at $547 an hour. Then the held out. With support up and down
sailors put the sign back up and the the river, as well as the port workers
crew.
"The captain said he had waited repair workers, who needed crew and pilots, the crew felt they were in
five hours for provisions in El assistance, decided to stand down and a friendly port. The cargo owners
complained to the ship's owners as
Salvador, and when none arrived, investigate the strike situation.
(Wash.)
flammable ethanol sat in the
"The
Port
Vancouver
the
thought he could make it to the U.S,"
brought
food
and
hold.
Much as the company agent
Seafarers'
Center
Dean said. Later, during his investigation of the ship's books, Dean clothes to the sailors," Dean said. The complained, the pumps couldn't be
found documents from the ship's center receives the financial support fixed and the ship couldn't unload
owner telling them not to stock up in of longshore Local 4 on a monthly without a settlement for the crew.
"We ended up settling for $4000
El Salvador. The captain, caught in basis. The ITF donated half the
for
each
money
for
a
seafarers'
hospitality
officer and $3000 for each of
the middle, showed compassion for
his crew, so Dean concentrated on the house. With their own van, donated the crew and a month's basic salary,
by the ITF, volunteers and staff from total $97,452," Dean said. The comowner.
the
center travel to ships mainly in pany wanted to send them home from
The sailors took the "on-strike"
the Port of Vancouver area and bring Vancouver, B.C. through Hong Kong
sailors to the center, where they can to the Philippines, but the crew
call home, read and just generally wouldn't go for that. They were conhang out. Recreational facilities and cerned that the Hong Kong-based
agency might have some goons waitcounseling are also provided.
Father Mike McGrady, a Portland ing for them to steal their money.
Support from ILWTJ Local 500 in
area chaplain who has been working They negotiated for passage directly
the form of a dues assessment pro- for sailors' rights and interests for 45 to the Philippines, and the ITF
vided $4600 for the crew, and the
years, and Carl Landerholm of the offered to forward the money to them
local community put up money for
Seafarers Center brought the dona- when they got safely home. Port
water taxis and food. News media tions out in the rainy morning. The Vancouver Seafarers' Center staff
throughout Canada picked up on the
next day they returned with cell members brought cell phones out to
story, including the three national
phones and allowed the sailors, who the crew so they could inform their
TV networks and daily local cover- couldn't leave the ship, free use of families of the settlement.
age.
ITF Inspector Peter Lahay folthem to call home. "Bob (Dean)
"Many of the families in India brought his phone also, he let them lowed up on the crew, who left the
have been forced to borrow from
call home off the back of the ship for ship when it docked in Vancouver,
loan sharks in order to eat and pay five hours," Landerholm said.
B.C. a couple days later. They stayed
housing costs," ITF Inspector Peter
With the clock ticking in the in a good hotel that night and flew
Lahay said. "These families wilf background at more than $500 an home to the Philippines the next day
show the scars of this example of hour for the pump repair crew alone, with their wages safe.
substandard shipping for years to the port fees piling up and profits
"It was really the cooperation of
come."
slipping, the captain and company the pilots, the Teamsters, the repair
Lahay discovered that the own- agent sat down for some serious nego- crew and the ILWU that made this
ers of the ship recently received a tiations with Dean.
happen," Dean said.
$2.5 million line of credit from a
Greek bank and called the bankers
to ask them to help move the owners. That didn't work, but the bank
loans showed creditors that there
was money to be had and he convinced them to join in a suit heard in
Canada's federal court May 25. The
court ordered the ship auctioned off
to pay the bills, setting the sale date
for July 30. The auction should net
$3-4 million, enough to pay most of
the debts. The sailors' wages top the
order of disbursement priority.
The ship moved to the dock June
29, greeted by Canada's national
newspaper the Globe and Mail, the
Vancouver papers and local TV stations. All the media attention
focused on the ITF's work and the
community support led
the
Canadian government to loan repatriation money to the crew in anticipation of the ship's sale.
ITF Inspector Robert Dean (third from right) with the crew of the New Nan
—Tom Price
Yang Number One.

Crew marooned at anchor
The crew of the MTV Atlantis Two
hunkered down in a Vancouver, B.C.
movie theatre on a rare trip into
town and saw the adventure film
Titanic. For at least a couple hours
they watched a crew with lives worse
than their own on a marooned ship
at anchor in English Bay.
Last November 28, shortly after
arriving in Vancouver, the 26,000ton bulk carrier failed an inspection
by the Transport Canada, the country's national transportation agency,
and was arrested until repairs were
made.
That (US) $300,000 repair bill
and fuel bills remain unpaid as
agents, bankers and owners play a
shell game of ducking responsibility.
In the meantime the Indian crew
were virtual hostages aboard the
ship, owed months of back pay and
yet required by port rules to stay at
their posts in case of an emergency.
They also had to remain to make
sure they finally got paid, as manning agents are notorious for not
finding people owed money. Safety
and health issues plagued the ship as
uncollected trash piled up on the
deck.
After three months of waiting at
anchorage, the crew, desperate to get
money to their families in India, contacted Vancouver ITF Inspector
Peter Lahay. The ITF advanced
them money to stave off the worst of
their families' debts and went to
work to get them the rest of their
back pay. A $50,000 downpayment,
secured by the ITF March 20, went
immediately to the families and
enabled one sailor to get home to be
with his ill wife.
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ILWU demands right to organize at Oakland port
By Steve Stallone
OARLAND—As part of a national day
of demonstrations highlighting workers' right to organize without employer interference or fear ofjob loss, the
ILWU took its demand for the reinstatement of 101 sacked Richmond
intermodal workers to the Port of
Oakland. More than 400 unionists
and community supporters gathered
at Port View Park to demand those
Richmond jobs, the new ones at the
Port's intermodal facility scheduled
to open next spring and all other jobs
at the Port be union jobs with good
wages and benefits. Other "right to
organize" demonstrations took place
in 70 cities around the country that
day.
The Oakland demonstration was
organized with the national AFL-CIO
and the Alameda County and Contra
Costa County Central Labor Councils.
Besides ILWU Locals 10, 34, 75, 92, 6
and San Francisco Region IBU representatives from many other unions
showed to lend their support, including Teamsters Joint Council 7, SEIU
Locals 250 and 790, HERE Local 2850,
the Sailors Union of the Pacific, the
and
Marine
Firemen, Oilers
Watertenders, the United Farm
Workers, the Building Trades Council
County,
the
Alameda
of
Transportation and Communications
Union, the Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers, UAW Local 2165, Plumbers
and Pipe Fitters, the Northern
California Media Workers/CWA Local
9553, the Carpenters Union, the
California Teachers Association and
the Oakland Education Association.
Other groups, including the Golden
Gate chapter of the Labor Party, the
Liverpool Dockers Victory Support
Committee, Communities for a Better
Environment, the Gray Panthers and
several local churches were also represented.
Former Local 10 President
Lawrence Thibeaux, who led the
organizing drive at the Richmond
facility for the local, explained to the
assembly how Burlington Northern/Santa Fe railroad shafted the
workers there. Last September the
workers, formally employed by subcontractor Pacific Rail Services, voted
to join ILWU Local 10. They bargained an agreement with PRS that
included significant wage and benefit
increases.
But just before the agreement
was officially signed, BNSF, which
owns the facility, withdrew the contract to load containers on its trains
from PRS and awarded it to Parsec, a
subcontractor with a history of union
busting. The workers were thrown
out and a new non-union workforce
brought in.
Since then Thibeaux and the
International Organizing Department have been working with the former employees to get back their jobs.
Intermodal yards, like the one in
Richmond, where containers are
moved from ship to rail and rail to
ship, are the future of the transportation industry Making sure they are
run by union—and particularly
ILWU—labor is important in maintaining strength on the waterfront,
especially since a new intermodal
yard is planned to open at the Port of
Oakland next year and will likely be
operated by BNSF.
Several of the fired workers
spoke of their personal experiences at
yard. Lorena
Richmond
the
Sagastume told of how they joined
the union because of the favoritism,
sexism, racism, low wages and lack of
a voice and protection on the job.
Bruce Jackson, likening the situation
to Biblical times, said, "The bosses
were like the Pharaohs and we were
like the Hebrew slaves."
Teamster Local 70 SecretaryTreasurer Chuck Mack expressed the

solidarity and resolve of the unionists
at the demonstration. "The Teamsters are pleased to join the ILWU,
the railroad unions and all the other
unions to send a message to the railroad and the Port: If you think you're
going to operate at the Port of
Oakland and do so with non-union
labor, you're wrong," Mack said. "We
will do everything in our power to

stop the intermodal yard from moving forward if they try to do it nonunion."
ILWU International President
Brian McWilliams told the demonstrators the firing of the Richmond
rail workers as they organized was a
blatant attack on all workers. He
read a resolution from the AFL-CIO's
Transportation Trades Department

ILWU International President Brian McWilliams addresses the demonstrators
at Port View Park.

Labor's United Front: (left to right) Teamster Local 70 Secretary-Treasurer
Chuck Mack, ILWU International President Brian McWilliams, California
Federation of Labor Secretary-Treasurer Art Pulaski, Alameda Central Labor
Council President Judith Goff, Congressmember Nancy Pelosi's aide Fred
Ross, ILWU Local 75 Secretary-Treasurer Bill De La Mater, ILWU Local 10
organizer Lawrence Thibeaux and Father Bill O'Donnell of Berkeley's St.
Joseph the Worker Church.

ILWU International President Brian McWilliams presents labors demands to
MTC Vice President Jerry Bridges. In background is local 10 organizer
Lawrence Thibeaux.
photos by Tom Price

demanding Parsec rehire the workers
and negotiate with the ILWU and
putting Parsec on notice that all affiliated unions will take its behavior in
Richmond into consideration in further dealings with the company
around the nation.
"This is the collective stance of
the House of Labor," McWilliams
said.
McWilliams Aaid the demonstration would send a message to the
Port, the railroad and the shipping
companies that are the customers of
the railroad. "This battle will be
taken to the workplace to get social
justice for these workers and their
families," he said.
Then McWilliains led a delegation of union leaders, including the
California Federation of Labor AFLCIO Executive Secretary-Treasurer
Art Pulaski, Alameda County Central
Labor Council President Judy Goff,
Contra Costa County Central Labor
Council Secretary-Treasurer John
Darymple, ILWU Local 75 SecretaryTreasurer Bill De La Mater, the
Teamsters' Chuck Mack, Lawrence
Thibeaux and several of the sacked
Richmond workers to the office of
Marine Terminals Corporation. MTC
provides stevedoring services for several shipping companies, including
Yang Ming and Evergreen, who have
used BNSF to move their containers.
The rest of the demonstrators followed the delegation in a spirited
march.
The delegation walked past the
office security personnel and up the
stairs to the top floor office of MTC
Vice President Jerry Bridges and
demanded an immediate meeting.
Bridges graciously led them to the
conference room and sat down to listen to their complaints.
With the noise of chanting protesters and banging drums outside
the office window in the background,
McWilliams told Bridges he wanted
him to take a message to his customers that the union movement was
taking this issue seriously. He said he
wanted Bridges let the port and the
railroad know there would be a price
to pay for mistreating the workers.
Mack backed up McWilliams saying this went beyond just BNSF and a
message should be given loud and
clear to the Port and Union Pacific,
the other railroad working at the
port, that the new intermodal facility
would never run non-union.
"This effects everything, from
trucking to rail to the waterfront, all
the shipping companies," Mack said.
Lorena
workers
Richmond
Sagastume and Bruce Jackson told
Bridges their stories of being fired
with little notice. "We don't want to
be unemployed, but we were just discarded," Jackson said.
Fred Ross, an aide to Congress
member Nancy Pelosi added that
Pelosi and Congress members George
Miller and Barbara Lee were also
upset with the railroad's behavior
and were planning to take their concerns to the floor of the House of
Representatives.
After listening, Bridges responded that his company had no direct
relationship with the railroad and
always maintained good relations
with the ILWU. Nonetheless, he said
he didn't like what he was hearing.
"I will do what Brian has asked,"
Bridges said. "I will speak not only to
Yang Ming and Evergreen, but also to
the Port and other customers at the
port."
With that commitment the delegation left the MTC office and went back
to the demonstrators. McWilliams
reported on the meeting and Bridges'
commitment to relay their demands.
No doubt the Oakland Port official
videotaping the protest will make a
detailed report to his supervisor.
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The Copra Dock at Isla
Edited by Harvey Schwartz
his is the first installment ofa new three-part oral history series on the West Coast waterfront. The testimonies
in this issue tell the human story behind the picturesque
copra crane in San Francisco that labor activists and urban
environmentalists are DOW working to preserve as a labor
landmark
Harry Bridges was a young Australian sailor when he
arrived at San Francisco aboard the copra-laden barkentine
Ysabel in 1920. Bridges, of course, went on to become a legendary labor leader. As for copra, or dried coconut meat, the
source of coconut oil—it had long been worked in San Francisco
Bay when Bridges landed. Later, after World War If, there would
be a copra heyday along San Francisco's Islais Creek at pier
84—known to waterfront workers as the copra dock"—that
serviced the nearby Cargill, Inc., copra processing plant.
Cargill, an American agribusiness giant based in
Minnesota, imported thousand of tons of copra from the
Philippines between 1947 and 1974. After ILWU Local 10 longshoremen dislodged the incoming copra, Cargill's plant workers—who joined ILWU Local 6 in 1964 crushed the oil from
it in a multi-step process and made what was left into copra
meal or animal feed. The oil was used in soap and as "butter"
for movie theater popcorn. Then, in the early '70s, an American
post-World War II tax-free export agreement with the
Philippines that had greatly profited Cargill lapsed. Cargill
abruptly closed its Islais Creek facility
All that remains today of Cargill's plant and the longshore
equipment at pier 84 is the copra crane. The movement to preserve it, and make it a tribute to the copra handlers and a symbol for all workers, has attracted enthusiastic ILWU support.
IBU and Locals 6, 10, 34 and 91 pensioners and active members have set up a Labor Landmark Association now headed by
William T. Ward, President, and Don Watson, SecretaryTreasurer.
The Association is working closely with Archie Green, the
nationally-renowned labor folklorist, and Julia Viera, the crusading leader of the Friends of Islais Creek who has worked for
a decade to clean and beautify that waterfront resource.
Together they have forged a unique and pioneering alliance
with officials of various government agencies and a small
army of volunteer architects, environmentalists, and community activists. Their goal is to create an urban park along Islais
Creek with the crane as its trademark, complete with recreational facilities and a museum dedicated to San Francisco
waterfront labor history.
The ILWU veterans quoted here are Joe Amyes, a former
Local 91 President; Donald R.(Bud)Riggs, Local 91;Don Ruth,
a retired Local 6 Business Agent; Willard (Will) Whitaker,
Local 91 Assistant Secretary-Treasurer/Dispatcher,and Ralph
Zamacona,a Local 10 pensioner.

T

JOE AMES
When I started at the copra dock in 1948, the method of

removing copra, which was a bulk cargo, was by
means of a vacuum situation. We had these things
they called pumps, which are actually big vacuum
cleaners, with about a ten inch diameter pipe that
we rigged and brought into the hold. The copra had
been in the ship for a while and it got solid in there.
So it was a pick and shovel job. It was hard work
with a 20 cent an hour premium.
We had 18 men gangs, with 12 men in the hold,
and two pipes that were removing the copra. There
were six men on each pipe. You worked 20 minutes
with a pick. 20 minutes with a shovel, and you had
20 minutes off. We were working in pairs. Copra at
the bottom, where moisture collected and it rotted.
smelled like hell.
The copra was full of copra bugs. They'd get in
your nose, in your mouth, in your eyes and down
your neck. It could be kind of uncomfortable you
got used to it! But the damn things don't survive
once they leave the copra. A couple of days after the
ship was gone you couldn't find one.
I had a partner who was absolutely incredible.
His name was Pete Bolotoff. He was an old Russian
who was about 60, but what a hard worker. I
worked with him until my transfer to ILWU Local
91,the foremen's union, in 1956.

BUDD RIGGS
I started on the longshoremen's B list in '63,
but I was actually with my dad at the copra dock
from '61 to '63 learning about the future of what I
was going to do. My dad, Armand Riggs, was a
walking boss at the copra dock for years. When we
got our A books later in the '60s, I went to the copra
dock whenever I could get the job.
"Shit Creek," that's what we called it. The
water was black and bubbling. I believe the sewer
was draining in there. Besides the copra, the creek
itself smelled. Yes, there was a copra smell, like The Islais Creek copra crane in 1996.
smoked coconut. But when you work, it's like anything else; you work 15 minutes into it and you don't
smell it anymore until you went home and your wife or mother often worked copra. Copra is very strange. A lot of people
or whoever you went to said,"What the hell's wrong with you? didn't like to war* it. They had a odor to it, they had bugs. But
You stink!"
as a B man you didn't really have much choice. You had to work
The copra beetles—we called them copra bugs—were where you could.
there when you opened the hatch. We insisted they open the
I found it very appealing. The work wasn't that hard if you
hatches at sea before they got here to let the bugs get out. If you applied yourself. There was a gentleman who was a regular
didn't, when you opened the hatches millions of 'em come out. class A longshoreman named "Copra" Pete. He saw that I was
If one crawled on you and you got it under your armpit and interested in what I was doing, so he took me as a partner
pinched it, it would bite you. But it was nothing serious.
when I could come out there. He showed me the ropes and all
The flurry of bugs went by, after the first day, there was the little tricks he had learned. So every time a ship came in
very few of them. The coldness of the area would kin 'em. We and they'd give a B man a job, I went out there. Most of the
used to have fun with it. New people would come by. They'd be guys wouldn't go.
scared; you could see it. We'd say,"Oh,only two or three people
There were mostly Blacks out there on the copra dock. Pete
have died of these bug bites, don't worry about it." And that was one of the few that wasn't. I had a partner later on who was
would be the end of of Spanish descent that I worked with for years. But most of the
rest of the fellas were Black. I was one of the early Blacks to
them!
become a Local 91 walking boss. I started walldn' in 1973.

RALPH
ZAMACONA

photo by Otto Haget

I was born in Mexico
in 1919, but I grew up
in San Francisco and
was in the 1936 longshore strike. I joined
the shoveling gang and
worked at pier 84 in the
'50s and '60s because
they gave you more
money per hour. I liked
nights—more money
too, time and a half
overtime.
There was about five
or six night shovel
gangs. Everybody was
shooting for that pier
84 hour time because
there was always ten,
14, 15 night jobs. Instead of cant' up the
hall every day for
orders. you'd sa:,
it's good for about ten
or 15 nights. You don't
have to worry about
calling the hall."

WILL WHITAKER
An ILWU longshoreman runs the specially rigged tractor that breaks up the copra at
the bottom of the ship's hold. Copra Pete rests in the background. "It eat nine times
the copra a man could pick.- —Will Whitaker

My father worked on
the waterfront; he
came down in '43. So it
was a family thing. I
came on the waterfront
in 1959 as a B man and

BUD!)RIGGS
Around 1960 we got mechanized. My dad had ideas for the
machine. They put it together with the people at Cargill. They
took a small Caterpillar tractor, gutted it out, and put electric
motors in it. It still had the tracks. On the front it had a couple
of screw blades, one up and one down, that ground the copra
up as it went into it.
Underneath it there was two big eight-inch diameter suction pipes that went to the back. Then these big metal hoses
went all the way to the blowers that were on the dock. We
called them blowers, but they were sucking.
The machine would drive around on top of the copra, eat
it up, and let the blowers suck it up and out to the dock. A belt
would cross it over to the Cargill plant. The driver ran the
machine with a joystick like an airplane. He would ride it. Your
feet were hanging down on the augers—we didn't like that, but
you did crazy things in those days.

WILL WHITAIER
The tractor machine was real
tricky, but once you learned how to
control it, it was very efficient: it
eat nine times the copra a man
could pick. It definitely changed the
manning. The only time the shovelers would have to get in there and
shovel is when you'd get down to
the corners, because you could g`e
that machine to clean the floor to
what there wasn't anything there.
So it really reduced the number of
men.

BUD!)RIGGS
The tall tower they're calling
the copra crane now was put up in
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lais Creek 1947-1974
in 1963. In our contract negotiations they wouldn't the wording of the contract and the schedule so they could
even give us a nickel or a dime raise. Ten cents an work people into the four-day rest period. We said, "Wait a
hour would probably have bought peace. Then I minute. We're supposed to have four days off; if we work any of
found out through government agencies that Cargill those days after working ten days straiyi t, it's overtime."
It was abused so bad we had a work stoppage that became
was maldn' nothin' but big-time money. And here
Cargill was cr?,in' poor-mouth—they couldn't give a full-scale strike for ten days. Chili Duarte, the Local 6
President, told me this was not an arbitration issue. But he
us a nickel raise.
We were able to get 'ern to bring in filtered breath- said we still gotta straighten this company out because they
ing masks—I was instrumental in that—and to put abused and misinterpreted the contract intent, it's gonna be
up signs about what some of this sulfuric acid and up to you guys." he said,"to stop work until they pay you." The
water and oil mixed together would mean breathing longshoremen supported us; they walked off and left a copra
in them fumes. And I got medical data to post on the ship sittin' there at the dock.
Finally, the company decided to back up and pay the
bulletins boards.
That company was really getting upset over me. money. They also said, "Everybody can come back to work
And the union was warning me to back off, that I except Don Ruth." The men stayed out extra days for me, but I
was endangering my job. I said,"I'm not quitting. If felt bad; a couple of guys, their kids were gettin' hungry I told
they want to fire me, fine, but in the meantime I'm Chili and George Valters, Local 6's Secretary-Treasurer, "Put
everybody back to work and take me to arbitration." We went
going to tell the people the truth."
So I was in trouble. Then Clarence Paton,a pier 84 before Sam Kagel,and he ruled against me. He said that as the
worker whose brother was a former president of shop steward on the job, it was my responsibility to defend the
ILWU Local 6, introduced me to LeRoy King, an company and order people back to work. Well, who the hell is
organizer for the ILWU International. LeRoy led me gonna do that?
Soon Local 6 established penalty pay so harsh on the
along and helped me.
I'd organize one or two people at a time, and tell employer that Cargill didn't make slave labor out of the work'em, "We're gonna change unions, we're goin' to ers anymore. The company quit makin' 'ern work so many
ILWU Local 6." I was able to keep everything secret, hours and hired more people. And when I was fired. Armand
and that was hard to do with 80 or 90 men. This is Riggs and the longshoremen passed the hat and got me some
after the '63 negotiations. It took us almost a year of grocery money 'di I got down to the Local 6 hiring hall. The
underground work, but we got everybody signed up. Cargill people who had been on strike and went to work all
After we filed for a National Labor Relations Board kicked in a couple of bucks. I got dispatched out right away
(NLRB) election, the SIU came in big time. First worked at several places, and was elected Business Agent in
they offered me a job as Secretary-Treasurer of Fish '72. I served the union that way except for two years until I
Cannery if I'd back off. I said, "I don't want a job retired in 1989.
like that. I want a job that's elected by the people,
BUDD RIGGS
not appointed."
I had phone calls and threats. I walked right into
I became a Local 91 walker in '72 or '73; Consolidated
their office and said, "If you blow me away, I've Stevedoring Co. at the copra dock made me a walking boss.
already notified all my family in Tennessee,and they Then, in '74 when the dock closed, to me it was just "bango,"
have your address. You better hope the f—k nobody just that quick. It put lots of people out of work. There was a
David Dawson else bothers me,'cause they are gonna come and get
lot of lost longshore jobs and a lot of jobs in that factory too.
you, your dogs, your chickens, and your family." Everyone involved in the copra crushing division went down
They called the dogs off me. LeRoy King and Harry real quick. It was all over.
1972. It was done to load copra meal that was going on ships. Bridges said, "You got a lotta guts there, boy. You did good."
There used to be a warehouse where they stored the meal from
During the election period, the copra dock longshoremen WILL WBITAKER
Cargill. When we needed it for the ship, it would come out of gave verbal support: "If this company messes with any of you,
I remember why the copra dock closed. Ferdinand Marcos,
there. They would blow it upward, and it would free-fall down we'll shut the dock down." It gave our people a feeling of
was in charge of the Philippines, decided he wanted to put
who
the tower's spout into the ship.
strength where they could stand up and talk to the boss on an his people to work, because all they was doin' is gathering the
basis without fear.
equal
copra and shipping it over here. So they built factories over
WHITAKER
WILL
Local 6 won the election hands down, and in '64 we got there to squeeze the copra and get the oil out. He said,"Ok,you
The only thing the tall copra crane did—we called it a our first contract. Our maintenance men got $2 or $ 3 an hour can still take copra out," but he put a tax on the copra that was
tower—was deliver the after product, after they had squeezed increase overnight. On the warehouse rate, everybody in that so high that it was cheaper to just bring the oil in. So that's
the copra,got all the oil out of it, and they made what we called plant got a raise. Now the company had to pay decent wages. what happened to the copra dock If you don't have a product
"rabbit pellets" for feed. That crane put the pellets onto the Before that, we—myself included—wanted to work overtime to squeeze, you don't have a job.
ship. To load the ship you had to put what we called a trimmer so we could take more
in the hatch. The trimmer would throw the pellets into the cot; money home, 'cause a
ner. So you had to do what we called "shoot the corners."
straight time pay
Being a copra man, my thing was mostly with the dock- check wasn't enough
side blowers that sucked the copra out of the ships. I thought to suriive on.
that's the focus of the copra. The tower,the copra crane, whatRemember the
ever you call it, Oyes me a feeling that, OK, it's remembered. company's policy of
Even for people who hated the smell and the bugs, it's some- not hiring Blacks? A
thing that will be there for a while and will be preserved. It's few days after the
gonna remind people that OK, there was an operation that NLRB notified the
went along out here.
company of the pending election, they hired
DON RUTH
two Black people.
I'm Scotch-Irish and part Cherokee Indian. I was raised in Then they hired some
Mexicans—
Eastern Tennessee. In 1958 I went to work at Cargill. By the more
mid-1960s I was a foreman operator. I could operate the copra they'd had one—and
crushing plant where the oil expellers were,I could operate the another Black person.
solvent-extracting plant that washed out remaining oil, and I So I broke their trend
could operate the refinery There were just a few of us who down there. I'd been
agitating about this
were that flexible.
In 1958 we were in the Seafarers International Union for a long time.
I was the chief
(SW), in a little off-shoot union called the Fish Cannery
under SIU in
steward
Workers. They weren't an aggressive, people-minded union like
the ILWU. It was a company and '64, and I continued
union official relationship instead my leadership after
of a membership of the union rela- the NLRB election. We
tionship with the employer. And had a reconfirmation
MT had a goon squad that tried to election and an election where I got a good
keep people in line.
I became a shop steward for Fish solid committee to
Cannery in a matter of months back me up. We were
after I became employed. We had no under the ILWU proBlacks working in that plant and I gram, not the SIU
complained. It was all white peo- appoint this, appoint
ple, and most of the people hired that program.
In 1965. we had a
were from places like where I came
strike—a
from, like Tennessee and Alabama. wildcat
But I said they should hire Blacks, strike in the middle of
maybe because I was from East the contract. The comTennessee, which is more tolerant pany had instituted a Two ILWU longshoremen break up the copra by hand. The picks were specially
than Alabama or Georgia. We were ten-four operation: ten designed for copra work. Budd Riggs has donated a pick to the Copra Crane Labor
days on, four days off. Landmark Association. "You worked 20 minutes with a pick, 20 minutes with a shovtaught not to discriminate.
Cargill screwed up big time back But they manipulated el, and you had 20 minutes off." —Joe Amyes
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MASTER CONTRACT PASSES
DESPITE LOCAL 6 REJECTION
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California
Northern
The
Warehouse Master Contract, which
covers ILWU Locals 6 and 17 as well
as Teamsters Locals 853, 655 and
287, was ratified June 6. It is the single biggest bargaining task the ILWU
faces besides the longshore contract hall to send workers out for interRicardo Hernandez Hernandez
and sets the standard for many other views without the obligation to hire. and Miguel Sanchez Murillo, two
warehouse contracts and for many
"Older guys won't get hired if workers at Han Young, a contract
independent houses that participate there are interviews," objected Local plant where they weld truck chassis
in its health and welfare or pension 6 Business Agent Roberto Flotte. for the Hyundai Corp. manufacturing
plans.
"We've got to protect the hiring hall complex in Tijuana, showed up at
ILWU Local 6 has been negotiat- at all costs."
MTC's terminal in Portland Saturday
ing a master contract in warehouse
The large contingent from morning, June 13 with picket signs as
since 1938 to keep employers from Crown-Zellerbach also objected the Hyundai container vessel, the
whipsawing one warehouse against because the contract made no HML Challenger docked there. Some
another. Joint bargaining with the attempt to make up for the pay con- 50 local community supporters of
Teamsters started in 1960 and ILWU cessions they made in the last con- their long-running dispute from
Local 17 got involved in 1961.
Cross Border Organizing, PCUN
tract.
The contract includes pay and
But the overwhelming vote in (Pineros y Campesinos Unidos del
benefit increases for both active and favor of the contract by Local 17 and Noroeste or Northwest Treeplanters
retired members. Over the course of the Teamsters passed it anyway. "It's and Farmers United) and other
its five years wages will go up a total the best Master Contract we've got- groups were there to bolster their
of $2.20 per hour, $.55 the first year, ten in years," said Local 17 President picket line.
$.40 the second, $.45 the third, $.40 Carlin, noting that the hiring hall
The Han Young workers have
the fourth and $.50 the fifth. issues don't effect his local or the tried for more than a year to win govMaintenance wages will increase a Teamsters.
ernment recognition of their indepennickel more an hour than that in the
Carlin said the five-year agree- dent union and a contract with their
first and third years.
ment was a good idea because health employer. They are paid less than $50
The union negotiators, Local 6 and welfare costs are going up dra- for a 48-hour week and endure unsafe
President Larry DeGaetano and matically and employers everywhere work conditions. At every turn they
Secretary-Treasurer Leon Harris, are demanding their workers make have been met with bureaucratic
Local 17 President John Carlin and co-payments on medical. "We got stonewalling, intimidation and govBusiness Agent Jack Wyatt and more five years without co-pays," he ernment-sponsored violence. They
Teamster Local 853 Secretary- said.
have appealed for international supTreasurer Rome Aloise, bargained a
Carlin also pointed to the pension port and their situation has become a
maintenance of benefits for the life of increases and the lower retirement cause celebre for what is wrong with
the contract. They also added to the age and the fewer penalties for early the so-called labor protection's side
package an increase in prosthodonics retirement as reasons why his local agreement of NAFTA.
coverage to 70 percent and an accepted it in large numbers.
So when their picket line went up
increase in orthodontic coverage to
—Steve Stallone in front of the terminal gate at 8:30
$2,000 and the addition of Pacific
Care HMO. Life insurance is now at
$15,000 and the ILWU and IEDA
MUA here to stay, no scab cargo in L.A.
Health and Welfare trust plans have
been merged.
Retirees will see an increase in
the number of pension checks they
receive each year. Pre-1991 retirees
will get two more checks for a total of
14 the first year, 15 checks the second
and third years and 16 checks the
fourth and fifth years. Post 1991-pre1998 retirees will get one additional
check the in the third year and pre1984 retirees will get one more check.
All pensioners will get Medicare reimbursement of $43.80 for the term
of the agreement.
Actives who retire after June 1,
1998 won other increases. Regular
retirement age with full benefits has
been reduced to age 62 with a six percent per year reduction for early
retirement. The maximum credit is
increased to 45 years at $40 per
month per year of service with vesting after five years. A new sick leave
conversion gives one-month credit for
each 80 hours accumulated at the
time of retirement.
Medical is paid 100 percent at age
62 retirement and at 80 percent for
ILWU members, along with other unionists and community activists,
age 60 retirement. There are also
increases in spousal medical and pre- paid a boisterous visit to the Australian consulate in Los Angeles June 12 to
register their displeasure with the government's involvement in the dispute
scription.
Although the contract was rati- between the Maritime Union of Australia and Patrick Stevedoring.
About 75 people, including members of the Harbor area community
fied, it was not without its controverSEIU, UFW, OCAW, the Building Trades and UCLA students congroup,
sy. Local 6, in fact, voted against it,
on the Century Park Towers at noon. With picket signs and drums
verged
and then voted for a strike authoriza"MUA is here to stay, no scab cargo in L.A." and "(Australian
chanted
they
tion. At the Local 6 ratification meetMinister
John) Howard is a coward."
Prime
ing most speakers urged a rejection of
then negotiated their way past security and up to the
demonstrators
The
the contract and pilloried their negooffices
ti*
of
Australian consulate where they presented Consul
Floor
19th
were
felt
they
tiating officers for what
with
Robin
a letter to Howard. The missive protested how the
Richy
General
the agreement's inadequacies and
if not directed, the actions that led to the firing
had
supported,
government
concessions.
dock
and urged Howard to remove the government
union
the
workers
of
Many were upset with the•
to fax it to Howard and Australian
promised
Richy
the
dispute.
from
longevity of the contract. At the Local
6 Convention last February the offi- Workplace Relations Minister Peter Reith.
cers proposed a four-year contract,
a.m. the longshore Local 8 crane dribut the members voted that down
CROSS BORDER SOLIDARITY
vers and mechanics as well as a couand demanded a three-year contract.
ILWU longshore workers in ple Local 40 clerks and a supercargo
Now they were looking at a five-year Portland extended a hand of solidari- already in the facility walked out.
one in which the cost of living adjust- ty across the U.S./Mexico border to The other Local 8 longshore workers,
ment(COLA) had been dropped.
the maquiladora factory workers the Local 40 clerks and the Local 92
Also the hiring hall wage fighting for union recognition and walking boss dispatched to work the
increased only $1.00 over the entire improved wages and conditions at the morning shift declined to cross the
life of the contract, leaving hall work- Han Young chassis plant in Tijuana line. The entire terminal was shut
ers falling further behind. New lan- (see The Dispatcher April-May 1998). down.
guage allows employers to use the

THE UNION

The employer had gotten word
there would be an action upon the
arrival of the Hyundai vessel and six
or seven police cars were already present, a SWAT team with a paddy
wagon was deployed about a half mile
down the highway and PMA representatives were on site. The PMA
immediately contacted the local
union officials and requested an LRC
meeting.
A delegation of local officers
arrived by 10 a.m. for a labor relations meeting. The PMA representatives wanted to meet inside the terminal behind the picket line, but the
union officers refused. So both sides
went to the nearby Hall Buck Marine
terminal's conference room to meet
and officially came to disagreement
over whether the picket line was bona
fide according to the contract. At that
point the area arbitrator was called
in.
The union delegation at the arbitration included Local 8 SecretaryTreasurer Will Luch, Local 8 Labor
Leal
Cqmmitteemen
Relations
Sundet and Scott Elliot, Local 8
Business Agent Gordon Gonnuscio,
Local 40 President Jim Chrest, Local
40 Secretary-Treasurer Don Holzman, Local 92 President Walt Butler,
Local 8 member Carlos Chavez serving as interpreter and Han Young
striker Murillo.
At the arbitration the union
argued that the picket line was legitimate according to the three criteria
set out in the longshore contract. The
Han Young union was acting independently ofthe ILWU,it represented
a majority of the workers at the
plant.
Murillo gave testimony about his
union's situation and presented a
document from the Mexican government confirming they represented
the workers at Han Young. The local
officers further argued that "situs" or
premise of the dispute had been
extended from the Han Young factory
to the entire Hyundai container division by the fact that strike breakers
had built chassis that were delivered
and put into service.
But arbitrator Jan Holmes disagreed and ruled the line was not
bona fide. She said the union did not
present sufficient specific evidence to
show that the chassis had been
received and were in use. She then
ordered the ILWU workers to return
to the job, but since there was no
parking near the terminal or any
place to stand by, they had already
left for the day.
"We have the worse arbitrator on
the coast," said Local 8 LRC Leal
Sundet. "We would have had to have
had the chassis numbers of those the
scabs made and documents they had
been received by Hyundai to win."
Holmes' decision was not made
until 12:30 p.m., too late to make the
noon deadline for the employer to
place an order for workers for the
night shift, so the vessel was delayed
a full 24 hours.
Although the union lost the arbitration, the action still has significance for international solidarity.
"Companies like Hyundai are
going all around the world seeking
out the lowest price for labor and in
Mexico they pay off the corrupt government so they don't enforce the
labor laws," said Local 40 SecretaryTreasurer Don Holzman. "All the
work gets sucked down to Mexico
with NAFTA and that disadvantages
union labor in this country. By the
same token then we have a responsibility to help those people and support a union at a company that's
directly connected to us, that we have
some sort of handle on. This is the
first shot at organizing manufacturing in the maguiladora area and if it
is successful, maybe it will have a
domino effect."
—Steve Stallone
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GETTING ORGANIEED
On April 3, 44 members at the use workers referred by the hiring hall have to come in early and leave late.
ORGANIZING FROM THE GRASSROOTS
"We hope better pay will keep people
Leandro sorting facility exhaust- when they need additional people.
San
UP AT WASTE MANAGEMENT
"These new hires have no safety longer and improve staffing," he said.
ed their patience with the continued

On June 2 John Drury, the president of U.S. Waste Corp., which had
just bought Waste Management, Inc.,
the largest garbage and recycling collection contractor in the Bay Area,
was set to make a tour of inspection
of the WMI offices in Oakland.
Instead of the dignified reception normally received by visiting corporate
dignitaries, especially a new boss, he
was met by the Local 6 hiring hall. As
it traditionally does when it gets into
a nasty scrap with employers, the
union brought its dispatch operation,
and its members seeking to get work,
out to the battle's front lines.
Dozens of Local 6 activists
hugged the curb in front of Waste
Management's offices, holding picket
signs and shouting slogans denouncing delays in bargaining with the
union. Inside the office the newly
organized clerical workers smiled and
nudged each other. Speaking on a
cellphone as she watched, Victoria
Cenac, one of the workers involved in
organizing the office, explained that
"the frustration's been really unbearable. We're very happy about this
demonstration, because we want to
see some results."
Last January 9 the 80 office
workers in Oakland voted by an
almost 2-1 margin to join workers at
WMI's sorting facility in San Leandro
and those at the dumpsite in
Altamont Pass, as members of ILWU
Local 6. Despite already having a long
history bargaining with the union,
however, company management
decided to appeal the election and
delay the start of contract negotiations.
The demonstration had its effect.
The union was finally certified as bargaining representative for the clerical
workers at the end of June, and the
company agreed to sit down and start
negotiating.
"It's been going pretty slow," said
Local 6 organizer Alfredo Flotte.
"But without the demonstration, we
wouldn't even be at the table."
Company foot-dragging was part
of a pattern of hostility to the union's
organizing efforts that started the
moment WMI managers realized the
office workers were getting together.
The clericals were motivated to seek
Local 6 representation by basic complaints of favoritism and cuts in their
benefits. While some long-time workers got $.10 per hour annual raises,
others got $2.
A year ago the company cut sick
leave from ten days to six. It took
away the Martin Luther King,Jr. holiday. Employees who had four weeks
of vacation after ten years suddenly
had to work 15 years for the same
amount of time off.
"After 13 years doing payroll, I
was making $13 an hour. Another
person here with 22 years was making $11," Cenac said.
The company mounted a big campaign to try to cut union support. It
held meetings with workers. After
asking workers to write down their
complaints, it then violated their confidentiality. "They pulled the race
card on us," Cenac says,"when,in an
office in which most of us are minorities, a manager called people a bunch
of stupid Hispanics."
While Local 6 has a bargaining
relationship with WMI, the company's attitude towards the clerical
workers hasn't been that different
from its treatment of other union
members, according to Local 6
Business Agent Roberto Flotte. But
the union's organized members have
used their power on the shop floor to
solve those problems.

refusal of the company to discuss training or experience," Flotte said.
safety issues. "When workers would At the dumpsite, workers are
file grievances, the company would required to operate bulldozers and
simply ignore them," said Roberto other trucks and heavy equipment.
Flotte. "When they'd bring them up "Our members were justifiably worin meetings, managers would tell ried at the way many of them were
them to shut up — that they didn't driving, and the danger they caused."
Instead of taking workers' conwant to hear about problems."

Local 6 members demand Waste Managment negotiate with its members at
the company's Oakland office at the June 20 demonstration.
At the 10 a.m. lunch break, the
workers convened a safety meeting in
the company lunchroom. At 10:30
managers told them to go back to
work. The workers refused, and
demanded the right to continue discussing safety issues. The company
threatened to fire people, particularly
chief steward Manuel Christy, who
they accused of organizing the action.
Workers told the company to go
ahead, but that they weren't going
back to work without him or leaving
the lunchroom until their issues were
resolve. They brushed aside more
threats to call the police.
The company called Flotte, and
was surprised to see a local Spanishlanguage television crew show up at
the same time. Finally, management
backed down, and the next day began
resolving some of the workers' issues.
A couple of weeks later, however,
Border Patrol agents suddenly
showed up at the facility. Eight workers were put in handcuffs on the sorting line, and two were deported. The
INS then began making a check of
the immigration documents of all
WMI employees.
District Director Thomas Shiltgen denies that the INS knew there
was an organizing drive in progress
among the clerical workers, or that
there had recently been a labor dispute at the sorting facility. INS operating procedures require the agents
to inform the director when they
learn that a labor dispute is in
progress at a company where they've
been called to enforce immigration
regulations.
Adam Davis, a spokesman for
WMI, denied the company had called
in the INS. He also said there was no
safety issue management would not
discuss and that the safety meeting
was actually a work stoppage in violation of the contract.
A similar expression of discontent
broke out among Local 6 members at
WMI's Altamont Pass dumpsite.
There 38 workers convened a safety
meeting at the start of the 11 a.m.
lunch break June 30. They sought to
discuss the safety problem caused by
20 workers the company hired off the
street over the previous two weeks.
The union contract requires WMI to

cerns to heart, however, once again
WMI management took a hard line.
One member was suspended before
the rest eventually returned to their
jobs at 2 p.m.
WMI spokesman Davis claimed
the company's hiring outside the hall
didn't violate the contract because
the union only sent workers from one
racial group, Hispanics. He said WMI
requires a more diverse workforce
and the union did not respond to
requests to diversify workers sent
from the hall.
While it's clear that WMI's relationship with the union is not easy,
the union nevertheless believes that
the strength of grassroots members
on the job will prevail.
"Organizing is more than just
signing cards and winning elections,"
said Alfredo Flotte. "It's learning how
to act together with your brothers and
sisters to change conditions where you
work. And when we learn to organize
ourselves that way, we wind up with a
much stronger union."
—David Bacon

OGDEN ORGANIZED INTO LOCAL 6
Ogden Aviation employees do the
work that keeps the airline industry
moving.
They guide airplanes to the passenger-loading ramp at San Jose
International Airport. They clean and
refuel airplanes and handle baggage.
When the plane is cleaned and
reloaded with baggage, people and
fuel, they operate the tugs that latch
onto the nose wheel and tow the
plane to its runway. Yet their pay
starts at a quarter-an-hour above the
minimum wage.
Their healthcare benefits require
extensive co-payments and are well
beneath standards expected for such
work in one of the most profitable
businesses in the country They are
exposed to the noisiest, nastiest work
environments in the industry All this
and they can be fired at will and have
no grievance procedure.
"People don't want to stay at
Ogden because they don't want to
pay us enough," said Steve Donat,
who cleans planes between flights.
The turnover leads to staff shortages
and makes the remaining workers

Jose Grijalba, a lead cleaner, had
worked in a Local 6 house for 30
years before it closed down. He saw
the need to organize at Ogden and
talked to his co-workers about it.
"One woman quit because she
was paying more than $200 a month
for medical insurance just for her and
three kids," he said. "And it takes
three years to get up to $8 an hour."
Overtime pay is also an issue for
Grijalba. California's Industrial
Welfare Commission, stacked with
Republicans appointed by Governor
Pete Wilson, ruled last year that
employers don't have to pay overtime
after eight hours worked in a day but
instead after 40 hours in a week. So
like many employers, Ogden takes
advantage of this to require longer
workdays.
Organizert find these problems
very familiar. Workers in low wage
sectors, even those with jobs with as
much responsibility as at Ogden, are
often intimidated by the boss and the
vastly unequal power relationship of
the site. But not these workers. They
signed 38 union authorization cards
by March 27, more than 70 percent of
the workforce of 53. They organized
themselves, with the hard work of
Local 6 South Bay Business Agent
Rhina Ratcliff and the International
Organizing Dept. backing them up.
Worker and staff organizers produced
a newsletter and gathered the help of
the South Bay Labor Council, which
represents unions with 100,000 members in the South Bay area.
Organizers presented management with a card-check recognition
petition April 15, but Ogden's local
manager rejected the proposal on
orders from above. Meetings between
the workers continued, building
momentum. The NLRB set the bargaining unit limits and on May 28
declared Jun& 26 the day for the
recognition election.
Organizers found the union dues
issue a stumbling block for many
workers. It's no secret that it costs
money to run a union and fight collectively. Organizers took the issue
head on, assuring the workers that
dues payment, which employers harp
on constantly, is more than offset by
increased wages in the vast majority
of cases. And in those few cases where
no wage increases can be negotiated,
the possibility exists for negotiating
other benefits and wages can be
fought for in future.
In the last month before the election workers and union organizers
met with almost everybody one on
one to explain the benefits of belonging to a democratic union. On June
26 the workers chose the union by an
18 to 12 margin. Now the new unit is
forming a contract demand committee that will meet with Ratcliff before
scheduling a negotiating session with
the company.
—Tom Price

CONTACT YOUR ORGANIZER
International Director of Organizing
415-775-0533
Peter Olney
Southern California Organizer
310-835-2770
Mike Diller
310-835-2770
William Kramer
Northern California Organizer
415-775-0533
Jerry Martin
415-775-0533
Agustin Ramirez
916-371-5638
Columbia River Organizer
Michael Cannarella 503-223-6057
Puget Sound Organizer
206-448-1870
Paul Bigm an
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NAFTA IN AFRICA? TRADE
REFORMS OR RE-COLONIZATION?
When President Clinton arrived in
South Africa for a state visit March 26,
he carried with him news ofthe House
of Representatives' recent passage of
the African Growth and Opportunity
Act. While some in the U.S. may have
been fooled by the seemingly generous
name,South African President Nelson
Mandella was not. In ajoint press conference with Clinton he simply said:
"To us, this is not acceptable."
The heads of other African states
are offered little choice. Squeezed
hard by the IMF and World Bank,
these countries submitted to "structural adjustments" by the lenders
over the last decade, drastically cutting their social spending in order to
qualify for additional aid and loans to
pay off loans. This bill would require
them to do even more, directly linking aid with cuts in social spending as
a precondition of further aid and
trade.
The bill, now before the Senate
Finance Committee, sets out requirements each country must meet in
order to receive aid or trade. Mainly
favoring investors, the list includes
reduction or elimination of corporate
taxes, limits on social spending,
removal of controls on investors and
limits on how much a country may
favor its own development. Labor
rights and environmental protection
receive no mention.
If it passes, strict conditions
would apply to the African countries
but not to the multinationals investing there. African governments
would not be allowed to prioritize
their own economic development. It
cedes to huge multinationals such as
Texaco, a supporter of the bill, the
power to decide how a country's
resources and labor would be exploited. It would also sneak provisions of
on
Agreement
Multilateral
Investments (MAI) into Africa
through the back door, increasing the
already unfair advantage enjoyed by
investors at the cost of African sovereignty.
Like NAFTA, the bill would create incentives to export U.S. jobs to
low wage areas of the world. "Even
worse, these trade bills generally put
downward pressure on wages of those
who still have jobs in the industrialized world," said Juliette Beck of the
California Fair Trade Campaign. The
bill fails to include even the meager
labor protections of NAFTA,she said.
As currently written, the bill
would actually entice companies to
transship goods. The bill's sponsors
excluded provisions banning transshipment of Chinese textiles to Africa
for finishing and re-export to the U.S.
Both the American Textile Manufacturers Institute, an employer group,
and the Union of Needletrades,
Industrial and Textile Employees
(UNITE) oppose the bill. According
to the union, textile job exports
already exceeded 150,000 over the
last two years. When Representatives
George Miller (D-CA) and Bobby
Rush (D-IL) offered amendments
banning forced or indentured labor,
the bill's Repub-lican sponsors beat
them back, opposing provisions for
Africa that have been law here since
the Civil War.
"The IVIAI lays out the corporate
agenda for the next generation of
free-trade initiatives," Beck said.
"Activists worldwide have shed so
much light on MM we hope it will
wither like Dracula in the dawn."
Beck described the "national
treatment" clause of the Africa bill as
being IVIAI-inspired. Local agriculture, for example, would be completely unprotected from multinational
agribiz, which could oppose any preferential treatment of local sustainable farming in favor of chemicalintensive export crops.

FROM THE
LARNE AIROVEMENT
This bill's intellectual property
provision requires payment of high
drug prices to original patent holders
and bans generics, a policy not followed in the U.S. or most other countries. In fact, while Clinton was basking in the reflected glory of South
African liberation American drug
companies were whining to the World
Trade Organization that South
African health services use generics,
depriving them of profit. Meanwhile,
the IMF demands cuts in spending on

contributing the entire premium of
the Robert F. Kennedy Farm Workers
Medical Plan; a pension plan; a grievance and arbitration procedure; a
rehiring process based on seniority;
and health and safety and on-the-job
training provisions. For the first time
workers will receive vacation pay and
paid holidays commemorating Cesar
Chavez's birthday March 31,
Memorial Day, the Fourth of July and
Labor Day.
The Swanton agreement comes
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social services including education
and medical care.
Even the Organization of
Economic Cooperation and Development, representing the major capitalist nations, admits in its Trade
Liberalisation: Global Economic
Implications 1993 report that the
agricultural subsidy cuts imposed by
the IMF on African nations have
harmed them.
The bill requires African countries to join the WTO and submit to
its discipline if the trade cops of the
world decide domestic laws inhibit
easy foreign exploitation.
The AFL-CIO opposes the bill in
its current form. The Senate provides
the last chance to include fair trade
provisions and labor and environmental standards in the bill. While
the bill's supporters call the opposition "protectionists," the bill actually
offers one-way protection for international capital and prohibits reasonable safeguards for local African
development.
"We have to let the Senators
know the public is fed up with corporate trade policies that enrich the
global elite and serve to re-colonize
Africa," Beck said.
—Tom Price
To let your senators know ofyour
opposition call 202-224-3121. For
more info visit Public Citizen's website at: www.citizen.org.

FIRST STRAWBERRY VICTORY
The United Farm Workers signed
its first contract with a strawberry
producer April 21.
Swanton Berry Farms,an organic
farm in Davenport, Calif, a few miles
north of Santa Cruz that produces
nearly 20 percent of California's
organic strawberry crop, agreed to
remain neutral when organizing in
its fields began last year. The result
was a solid representational election
victory for the UFW Dec. 2, 1997.
The new contract provides a minimum of $8.60 per hour in pay and
benefits, with many workers receiving more than this minimum. The
entry-level pay will range from $7.00
to $8.75 per hour. Other highlights of
the agreement include the company

after a nearly two-year industry-wide
campaign by the union seeking to
improve wages and working conditions for the 20,000 California strawberry workers despite bitter opposition form the state's $650 million-ayear strawberry industry that produces about 85 percent of the
nation's strawberry crop.
Swanton became the ITFW's eighteenth agreement since a new union
field organizing campaign among
mushroom, rose, wine grape and vegetable companies began across
California in 1994.
The UFW has won 15 consecutive
secret ballot elections and has signed
contracts with 17 growers. As a
result, these farm workers now benefit from decent pay, complete family
medical care, job security, paid holidays and vacations, pensions and
other job protections.
The UFW has been building on
its successes. Last year the union
assisted strawberry workers in filing
three major federal class action lawsuits of their own against growers
who contract with Driscoll, America's
largest strawberry corporation. They
cited violations of federal and state
laws by forcing workers to labor "off
the clock" without pay; failing to permit breaks; engaging in alleged widespread sex discrimination against
women workers; and failing to provide full overtime pay to workers.
Two of the lawsuits have been settled, winning $575,000 in back wages
and $40,000 for discrimination.
The UFW, along with environmental groups, won another legal victory severely limiting the use of the
cancer-causing pesticide chemical
captan after filing legal notices under
California's Proposition 65 and petitioning the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency to examine regulations of this chemical. These victories
will not only redress the damage
inflicted upon farm laborers, but will
also assist the UFW in its organizing
drives as farm workers witness the
results garnered when the union
presence is in the fields.
—Nancy Snyder
For more information or to offer
support, call the UFW at 415-674-1884.

THE MARCH TO END CHILD LABOR
Thousands of child laborers and
their supporters congregated on the
steps of the Palais de Nations in
Geneva, Switzerland June 2 to
denounce the use of children for profit.
Labor
International
The
Organization sponsored the Global
March Against Child Labor to arouse
international ire and action on the
plight of child laborers worldwide.
Through the efforts of unions and
non-governmental organizations in
98 countries, the core groups of a few
hundred marchers were joined by
millions of people as they traveled
across the Asian region, throughout
the African and American continents
and into Europe, culminating in
Geneva with a demonstration before
the 86th Session of the International
Labor Organization was set to convene.
Trade unions world wide put the
march in motion by assisting in its
coordination, hosting the march at
the local level, mobilizing their members to participate and carrying out
public awareness campaigns to put
pressure on governments and
employers to eliminate the practice of
robbing children of their education
and childhood.
The organizers determined that
the Global March, which set off from
the Philippines Jan. 17, 1998, should
finish in Geneva since the ILO will be
holding sessions on how to eliminate
the worst forms of child labor, including bonded child labor, slavery, child
prostitution and hazardous work.
At least 15 million children are
producing goods for the global market, according to World Bank statistics. A much larger number are working to provide goods and services for
domestic consumption, bringing the
figure closer to 250 million children
age 5 to 14 years old worldwide.
The Philippines was chosen as
the launching pad for the Global
March since it is indicative of brutal
child labor practices of multinational
corporations as the country transforms into an urban society. Of the 8
million children working on farms or
in sweatshops, 5 million of these are
children ages 5 to 14. At least 20,000
children are being exploited in the
sex trade, serving both local and foreign clientele.
In South China's Special
Economic Zones, 75 percent of the
factory workers were girls under the
age of 15 who had not finished primary school. At least 2 million children
in Brazil age 10 to 13 work in the tin,
textile and garment factories during
the day and sleep on the streets at
night. One and a half million children
work in scattered small businesses in
Italy's large cities, placing that country near the top in employing children in Europe.
Labor economist Douglas Kruse
determined that 290,000 children
were illegally employed in the United
States during 1996. Of that number,
59,000 children were younger than 14
and nearly 14,000 worked in garment
sweatshops.
The Global March Against Child
Labor will only prove successful if the
resolutions and alliances made
address what concerted and united
actions need to be taken to stem child
labor from becoming a permanent fixture of the global economy.
Multinational corporations cleverly
devise complex
subcontracting
schemes to keep child labor from
being exposed while enormous profits
are being made off the backs of these
children.
Trade unions can and do make a
difference. The Brazilian trade
unions are working with the government and some employers to reintegrate children back into education.
Where there is a strong labor presence, child labor does not flourish.
—Nancy Snyder
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ILWU Reading List
Over the years, several books
have been written about the ILWU.
The following list details the author,
title, publisher, price, main subject or
theme, and availability of these
books. These and other publications
about the ILWU can also be read at
the ILWU Library.
Buchanan, Roger. Dock Strike:
History of the 1934 Waterfront
Strike in Portland, Oregon. The
Working Press, 1975. Valuable primarily because it illuminates the
River
experience.
Columbia
University libraries.
Bulcke,
Germain.
Longshore
Leader and ILWU-PMA Arbitrator. Bancroft Library, Oral History
Office, University of California at
Berkeley, 1984. The oral history and
anecdotal account of Bulcke's San
Francisco career as a member and
officer of the ILWU. University
libraries.
Fairley, Lincoln. Facing Mechanization: The West Coast Longshore
Plan. Institute of Industrial
Relations, University of California at
Los Angeles, 1979 ($10.50). An
overview of the origins and early
impact of the historic longshore
Modernization and Mechanization
agreements 1960-1971, by the late
ILWU Research Director and Area
Arbitrator. University Libraries.
Finlay, William. Work On The
Waterfront: Worker Power and
Technological Change in a West
Coast Port. Temple University Press,
1988 ($24.95). A provocative analysis
of the impact of longshore mechanization and higher wages on ILWU members and Union militancy, primarily in
Los Angeles. University libraries and
bookstores, or from the publisher.
Fox, Joan, editor. A History of
Federated Auxiliaries of the
Federated
ILWU
1934-1984.
Auxiliaries, 1993. A thorough compilation of histories of local auxiliaries
and the federation. Available by mail
for $12.00 (payable to "Auxiliary 3")
from Joan Fox,ILWU Auxiliary 3, do
ILWU Local 19, 3440 E. Marginal
Way, South, Seattle, WA 98134.
Goldblatt, Louis. Working Class
Leader In The ILWU 1935-1977.
Bancroft Library, Oral History Office,
University of California at Berkeley,
1980. The oral history and anecdotal
account of Goldblatt's career, in
California and Hawaii, primarily as
Secretary-Treasurer of the ILWU.
Harman, Paul. Collective Bargaining And Productivity: The
Longshore Mechanization Agreement. University of California Press,
1969. University libraries.
Hinckle, Warren. The Big Strike: A
Pictorial History of the San
Francisco General Strike. Silver
Dollar Books, 1985. Stunning photographs and an informative narrative. University libraries.
Holmes, T. Michael. The Specter of
Communism in Hawaii. University of Hawaii Press, 1994. Perhaps
the best overview of political persecution in the name of anticommunism,
and the central role of the ILWU as
both a target and a rallying point for
resistance. University libraries and
the publisher.
ILWU. The ILWU Story: Six
Decades of Militant Unionism.
ILWU, 1997. An informative combination of oral histories, photographs,
and historical narrative about the
ILWU. See order form on page 16.
ILWU. The ILWU Story: Three
Decades of Militant Unionism.
ILWU, 1.963. An overview of the history of all the divisions,jurisdictions,
policies, and collective bargaining
agreements of the Union. Out of

print. ILWU local union offices.
ILWU.Men And Machines:A Story
About Longshoring on the West
Coast Waterfront. ILWU, 1963. An
extraordinary pictorial essay about
the Union and technological change.
Out of print. ILWU local union
offices.
ILWU Local 500. Man Along The
Shore! The Story of the
Vancouver Waterfront. ILWU
Local 500 Pensioners, 1975. The only
book about the ILWU longshore experience in Canada, told plainly and
effectively through interviews. Out of
print. ILWU Canadian Area offices.
Union
Jenkins, David. The
Movement, The California Labor
School, and San Francisco
Politics, 1926-1988. Bancroft Library, Regional Oral History Office,
University of California, 1993. The
oral history of an ILWU stalwart,
with rare insights into the Union's
leadership and the CIO. University
libraries.
Kimeldorf, Howard. Reds Or
Rackets: The Making of Radical
and Conservative Unions on the
Waterfront. University of California
Press, 1988 ($24.95). Paperback:
$13.00. An innovative analysis of how
and why the ILWU rank and file built
the union, and often took a different
course than the ILA. Libraries, bookstores. The paperback edition is available by mail from the ILWU library at
a discount. See order form on page
16.
Larrowe. Charles. Harry Bridges:
The Rise and Fall of Radical
Labor in the United States.
Lawrence Hill & Co., 1972. An unauthorized but respectful biography
that highlights the trials and triumphs of Harry Bridges. Out of print.
Libraries.
Magden, Ronald E. The Working
Longshoreman. ILWU Local 23 and
the Washington Commission for the
Humanities, 1991. A comprehensive
and balanced narrative of longshore
unionization in Tacoma the Northwest. ILWU Local 23 and university
libraries. Available by mail from John
Usorac, ILWU Local 23, 1710 Market
Street, Tacoma, WA 98402 ($12.00
per copy, checks or money orders only,
payable to ILWU Book Fund).
Magden, Ron. A History of Seattle
Waterfront Workers 1884-1934.
ILWU Local 19 and the Washington
Commission for the Humanities,
1991. An invaluable account of longshore unionization in the Northwest,
particularly Seattle and the Puget
Sound region. Available by mail from
David Vigil, Sr., ILWU Local 19, 3440
East Marginal Way South, Seattle,
WA 98134 (checks or money orders
only in the amount of$15.00 per copy,
payable to the ILWU Local 19

Seamen,Longshoremen. and
Unionism in the 1930s
BRUCE
NELSON

Centennial).
Magden, Ronald E., and A.D.
Martinson. The Working Waterfront: The Story of Tacoma's
Ships and Men. ILWU Local 23 and
the Washington Commission for the
Humanities, 1982. A highly informative narrative account of the port, its
unions, and technological change.
Nelson, Bruce. Workers On The
Waterfront: Seamen, Longshoremen, and Unionism in the 1930s.
University of Illinois Press, 1988.
Hardcover: $29.95. Paperback:
$11.95. The newest and most comprehensive discussion of the growth of
maritime unions on the Pacific Coast.
Libraries, bookstores. Paperback edition available from the ILWU library
by mail at a discount. See order form
on page 16.
Pilcher, William. The Portland
Longshoremen: A Dispersed
Urban Community. Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, 1972. A narrow sociological study of how the Union's solidarity has been affected by the political and ethnic roots of the rank and
file. University libraries.

sive study of the ILWU's organizing
campaign in warehouse and distribution. University libraries. Out of
print.

THE 1934
WATERFRONT AND
ENERAL STRIKES IN
SAN FRANCISCO
DAVID F. SELVIN

Selvin, David F. A Terrible Anger:
The 1934 Waterfront and General
Strikes in San Francisco. Wayne
State University Press, 1996
($26.95). The newest, most readable,
and comprehensive narrative history
of the strike. See order form on page
16.
Wellman, David. The Union Makes
Us Strong: Radical Unionism on
the San Francisco Waterfront.
Cambridge University Press, 1995
($59.95, cloth; $15.95, paper). A sociologist blends history, interviews, and
analysis into the best description and
appraisal yet written about the
strengths, traditions and problems of
the ILviru on the waterfront since the
1930s. Available from the ILWU
library. See order form on page 16.
Zalburg, Sanford. A Spark Is
Struck! Jack Hall and the ILWU in
Hawaii. University Press of Hawaii,
1979. An epic account of the birth of
the ILWU in Hawaii, and the Union's
role in the social, economic, and political transformation of Hawaii.
Quin, Mike. The Big Strike. Olema University libraries. Out of print.
Publishing Co., 1949, and New World University libraries.
Paperbacks, 1979(re-issue). The classic and comprehensive account of the
San Francisco General Strike of 1934.
Libraries. Paperback edition only,
"We are the ILWU"-the 30$7.50. Available from the ILWU
minute video produced by the
library at a discount. See order form
ILWU Research and Communion page 16.
cations Departments, is getting
attention from audiences outside
Raineri, Vivian McGuckin. The Red
the union. PBS station KTEH
Angel. International Publishers,
Channel 54 (San Jose) will broad1991. A stirring account of the
cast the program July 20 at 10 p.m.
activist life and political times of
Cable carriers throughout the Bay
Elaine Black Yoneda (1906-1988),
Area receive Channel 54's signal.
including her role in the 1934 strike
The video has won several
and the ILWU Auxiliaries. Libraries
national
and international awards.
publisher.
and the
silver WorldMedal from
won
a
It
Schmidt, Henry. Secondary LeadNew
York Festivals, repreThe
ership In The ILWU 1933-1966.
from 39 nations as
media
senting
Bancroft Library, Oral History Office,
one of the "world's best" in nonUniversity of California at Berkeley,
broadcast programming. It also
1983. The oral history and anecdotal
received a "First Award" from the
account of Schmidt's San Francisco
AFL-CIO's International Labor
career as a member and officer of the
Communica-tions Association in
ILWU. University libraries.
Washington, D.C. and a CINDY
Schneider, Betty, and Abraham
Award for excellence from Cinema
Siegel. Industrial Relations In
in Industry in Los Angeles.
The Pacific Coast Longshore
"We are the ILWU" highlights
Industry. Institute of Industrial
the history and principles of the
Relations, University of California at
union. The video, directed by
Berkeley, 1956. A traditional but
Maria Brooks, was produced as an
insightful look at the role of the
educational tool for new members
transforming longshore
ILWU in
of the ILWU. But a growing numlabor relations. University libraries.
ber of teachers are also using the
Schwartz, Harvey. The March
program in their classrooms.
Inland: Origins of the ILWU
"We are the ILWU" can be
Warehouse Division 1934-1938.
purchased for $7.00 from the
Institute of Industrial Relations,
ILWU library. See order form on
University of California at Los
page 16.
Angeles, 1978. The only comprehen-
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Laney College
Labor Studies
Fall 1998 classes
EVENING CLASSES
7 p.m. meeting time:

SHORT-TERM SAT. CLASSES
9 a.m. meeting tune:

AMERICAN LABOR
MOVEMENT—America's history
from the viewpoint of working
women and men; how unions work;
current labor issues. Videos and guest
speakers. Instructor: Albert Lannon.

EAST BAY LABOR HISTORY—A
new class, a one-day overview of the
rich history of union struggles in the
East Bay. Instructor: Karega Hart.
Meeting day: Sept. 19.

LABOR LAW—Understanding the
legal framework for the right to organize and bargain collectively.
Employee, employer and union rights
in the public and private sectors.
Instructor: Will Flynn.
GRIEVANCE HANDLING AND
ARBITRATION—Identifying grievances and negotiating solutions to
workplace disputes; union rights and
responsibilities; internal organizing.
Role-playing and simulated arbitration
hearing. Instructor: Albert Lannon.
ORGANIZING ACROSS
BORDERS— Unions and the Global
Economy—The impact of "free
trade" on workers in the U.S. and
other countries; union responses;
using the Internet to build solidarity
across borders. Instructor: Ellen
Starbird.

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING—
Effectively standing up for your rights
in the workplace. Instructor: Ksiel
Sztundel. Meeting day: Oct. 3.
UNION ORGANIZING—Building a
union with or without government agencies; legal issues; successful
strategies. Instructor: Joanne Jung.
Meeting days: Oct 10, 17 & 24.
UNION COMMUNICATIONS
WORKSHOP—Getting the word out
to union members and the public;
must-read fliers and news letters; dealing with the media; creating newsworthy events. Instructor: Judith Barish.
Meeting days; Nov. 7, 14 & 21.

REGISTER IN Room A 109 FROM 9 A.M. TO
4:30 RM. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, EXCEPT
IN THE MONTH OF JULY. EVENING REGISTRATION IS AVAILABLE 4:30 TO 7 P.M. ON
MONDAY AND THURSDAY NIGHTS. THE COLLEGE IS LOCATED AT 900 FALLON ST. IN
OAKLAND. CALL 510-464-3210 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

IMPORTANT NOTICE ON ILWU POLITICAL ACTION FUND
Delegates to the 30th Triennial Convention of the ILWU, meeting in Honolulu,
Hawaii, April 7-11, 1997, amended Article X of the International Constitution to
read:
"SECTION 2. The International shall establish a Political Action Fund which
shall consist exclusively of voluntary contributions. The union will not favor or disadvantage any member because of the amount of his/her contribution or the decision
not to contribute. In no case will a member be required to pay more than his/her pro
rata share of the union's collective bargaining expenses. Reports on the status of the
fund and the uses to which the voluntary contributions of the members are put will
be made to the International Executive Board.
"The voluntary contributions to the Political Action Fund shall be collected as
follows:
"Up to One Dollar and Fifty Cents ($1.50) of each March and July's per capita
payment to the International Union shall be diverted to the Political Action Fund
where it will be used in connection with federal, state and local elections. These
deductions are suggestions only, and individual members are free to contribute more
or less than that guideline suggests. The diverted funds will be contributed only on
behalf of those members who voluntarily permit that portion of their per capita payment to he used for that purpose. The Titled Officers may suspend either or both ,
diversions if, in their judgement, the financial condition of the International warrants suspension.
"For three consecutive months prior to each diversion each dues paying member of the union shall be advised of his/her right to withhold the contribution or any
portion thereof otherwise made in March and July. Those members expressing such
a desire, on a form provided by the International Union, shall be sent a check in the
amount of the contribution or less if they so desire, in advance of the member making his/her dues payment to the local union for the month in which the diversion
occurs.
"Those members who do not wish to have any portion of their per capita payment diverted to the Political Action Fund, but wish to make political contributions
directly to either the Political Action Fund or their local union, may do so in any
amounts whenever they wish."
Li No contribution—I do not wish to contribute to the ILWU Political Action
Fund. I understand that the International will send me a check in the amount of
$1.50 prior to March 1, 1998.
pi Less than $1.50-1 do not wish to contribute the entire $1.50 to the ILWU
Political Action Fund. I will contribute
I understand that the
International will send me a check for the difference between my contribution and
$1.50 prior to March 1, 1998.
Li More than $1.50-1 wish to contribute more than the minimum voluntary
contribution of $1.50 to the ILWU Political Action Fund. Enclosed please find my
check for $

SIGNATURE
NAME
ADDRESS
LOCAL *

UNIT #

RETURN TO:ILWU 1188 Franklin Street • San Francisco, CA 94109
NOTE CONTRIBUTIONS ARE NOT DEDUCTIBLE As CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Watch Wheel of Fortune the week of Labor Day,
September 7-11 for a

Salute to America's

KING
IVES

Featuring union families and union-made products.

Today•sUnions
SSA-ILWU LOCAL 4
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
Local 4 Scholarship Coordinator Ron Bernhardt announced
Stevedore Services of America-ILWU Local 4 scholarship winners.
The four children of Local 4 longshore workers who won the $1000
awards are Danielle Crocker, Lea Levanen, Tyler Clabaugh and
Jessica Bernhardt.

NOTICE TO ALL CURRENT AND FUTURE
ILWU MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS
This notice applies to all current and future ILWU members and nonmembers working in
an ILWU bargaining unit (hereinafter called "financial core members") including individuals
who happen at any time prior to July 1, 1999, to become financial core members by any means,
including by choice, suspension or expulsion from union membership in any local or division
affiliated with the ILWU.
The information contained herein applies to per capita and any Coast Pro Rata payments
from current and future financial core members who are obligated to pay dues under a union
security clause. This notice also applies to local dues paid by financial core members to affiliated locals or divisions opting-in to this ILWU program.(However, this notice shall be superseded by any other notice issued by any affiliated local or division with respect to local dues.)
Please be advised that financial core members deprive themselves of the valuable rights of
union membership in the ILWU. A financial core member does not have the right to vote, nominate for office, hold office, or be a candidate for office in the ILWU; nor may he/she participate
in or even attend ILWU meetings or any functions of the union that are limited to union members. In addition, a financial core member has no right to vote on dues increases or on contracts
submitted to the membership for ratification. These rights and privileges of union membership
•
are accorded only to union members in good standing.
Please be advised that individuals working under a union security clause contained in a
collective bargaining agreement, notwithstanding the specific provisions of such clause, are
only required as a condition of employment under such clause to pay uniform dues and any
required initiation fees and may, by writing to the ILWU Secretary-Treasurer, resign or decline
union membership and choose to become a financial core member at any time.
Nevertheless, financial core members are still legally required under a valid union security clause to pay the union for the costs related to collective bargaining, contract administration,
grievance adjustment, and other activities reasonably related to the effectuation of the union's
representational duties (hereinafter called "chargeable activities"). However, union expenditures for non-representational activities such as political activities, lobbying and union organizing of establishments that compete with employers with whom the ILWU has a collective
bargaining relationship (hereinafter called "nonchargeable activities") - activities which most
workers know help build a better climate for us all in bargaining with employers and in securing fundamental worker rights - may not be charged to financial core members who file timely objections.
For calendar year 1997, it has been confirmed that no more than 45% of all ILWU
International's and no more than 2% of all coast Pro Rata Committee's expenditures were for
nonchargeable activities. These figures also apply to local dues for those locals and divisions
opting-in to this ILWU Beck Compliance program and using the local presumption that individual local nonchargeable figures are lower than the ILWU figures.
The ILWU International Executive Board and the ILWU Coast Pro Rata Committee have
adopted Procedures on Financial Core Members Objecting to Nonchargeable Expenditures
(hereinafter called the "Procedures"). Said procedures can be obtained from the ILWU
International Secretary-Treasurer at 1188 Franklin Street, San Francisco, CA 94109. Under
the Procedures, a financial core member has the right within a certain period of time to object
to expenditure of his or her per capita paid to the ILWU International, any Coast Pro Rata paid
to the Coast Pro Rata Committee and any local dues paid to participating locals for nonchargeable activities. In the event a financial core member perfects such objections, he or she
shall receive either the appropriate monthly reduction or an advance rebate of a portion of per
capita, local dues and/or any applicable Coast Pro Rata reflecting the ratio of the ILWU's and/or
Coast Pro Rata Committee's nonchargeable expenditures to total expenditures.
Under the Procedures, an objection by a financial core member must be made in writing and post-marked within 30 days from the date of this notice or the date of becoming a financial core member, whichever is later, and addressed to the ILWU International SecretaryTreasure, 1188 Franklin Street, 4th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94109. To be valid, the written
objection must specify the objector's name, address, social security number, current wage rate,
the name of his or her employer and the name of the local union or division which represents
the objector. A written objection must be timely in order to be valid. Without waiving the 30day filing period with respect to other notices of this type, please be advised that under this
notice only, objections filed by current financial core members will be deemed timely if postmarked on or before June 30, 1998. Individuals who hereafter become financial core members
may file an objection within 30 days of the date they become a financial core member.
Those financial core members who file timely objections will not be charged from July
1, 1998, or the date they file a timely objection, whichever is later, to June 30, 1999, for expenditures related to nonchargeable activities based on the 1997 percentages noted above and will
be provided detailed information concerning the breakdown between chargeable and nonchargeable expenditures. The vast majority of ILWU represented workers believe that the little extra in dues for maintaining union membership and enjoying all the valuable benefits of
full participation in the governing of the ILWU, and the negotiation of working conditions is
quite a bargain. For a few cents more each week, union members enjoy all the benefits of membership in the iukru. We sincerely believe that after careful consideration, financial core members too will agree that becoming and remaining a union member makes the most sense. If you
are not a union member already, please contact the ILWU Secretary-Treasurer to join the
ILWU.
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PEOPLE
Thomas Trask
Sept. 12, 1929 to April 24, 1998
By Mel Chang
Editor, The Voice of the OW

rom the very beginning of his
working life, Thomas "Tommy"
Trask was swept into a social
movement of working people struggling to gain rights, dignity and a voice
on the job through unionism. Tommy
quickly rose to become a key leader of
this movement and, by the time he
retired on August 1, 1994, held one of
the union's highest office as ILWU
International Vice President, Hawaii:
Tommy first became an ILWU
member in December 1947, when he
took a job at the Hawaiian Pineapple
Cannery (Hapco) in Honolulu. He
was 18 and had just graduated from
St. Louis High School. Those were
dark days for the union in the pineapple industry. The industry's first contract was coming to an end and the
pineapple companies were determined to break the union.
In negotiations the industry
refused to agree to any of the union's
demands and terminated the contract
on March 1. In July union members
were locked out for five days while
the companies continued to run the
canneries with non-union labor,
Hundreds of union picketers were
arrested and faced huge fines and 20year jail terms for unlawful assembly
and riot. Pineapple members were
forced to return to work under the
company's terms.
Over the next ten years, wages of
Hawaii pineapple workers fell behind
mainland workers in similar jobs by
more than 30 percent. Finally, in
1958, the pineapple membership
built their strength and solidarity to
make a big push to better their conditions. In a three-day caucus on Nov.
12-14, 1958 delegates from 17 units
mapped out a plan to mobilize 5,000
pineapple members around three
major contract demands—a union
shop, coverage of all non-seasonal
workers under the contract, and a 10
cents per hour wage increase,
Membership Service Committees
in each unit were at the center of a
mobilization program aimed at
preparing members to win a strike if
negotiations failed to achieve an
acceptable contract. The committees
collected three-month's medical plan
payments from members, conducted
a survey ofthe financial needs of each
member, and published news bulletins to educate and inform members. As chair of the unit's medical
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committee, it was Tommy's job to
coordinate the collection of medical
plan payments from his unit, then
one of the largest in the ILWLT with a
membership of 980.
The demand for a union shop was
important in pineapple. The union
contract gave rights and benefits to
all workers, yet some workers could
choose to take all the benefits of the
union and not pay their share of dues
to support the organization. In the
cannery as many as one-third of the
workers were covered by the contract, but not in the union. Tommy
and his fellow unit leaders spent a lot
of time educating, persuading and
organizing these 'workers to sign up
as union members.
The two-month mobilization succeeded in uniting the pineapple membership. More than 800 non-members
were brought into the union. Mass
membership meetings were held in
each pineapple unit to vote on the
companies' last offer and to give the
union negotiating committee the
authority to call a strike. When the
votes were tallied, the mandate was
clear-3,617 to strike and 303 votes
not to.
Faced with a united and militant
membership, the pineapple employers gave in and agreed to the union's
three major demands. Union coverage was extended to 450 additional
workers and wages were increased
from $.13 to $.41 per hour depending
on classification. A compromise on
the union shop issue required all
workers to pay union dues or an
equivalent amount to three funds
designed to promote the common welfare. This so-called "agency shop"
agreement was a breakthrough that
the union had tried for years to
achieve in the sugar and pineapple
industry,
By 1960 Tommy, now age 31, had
demonstrated his leadership and
Hapco members elected him to run
their unit as chairman. Unit 55—
Hapco or Dole Cannery—now had
1800 members and was the union's
largest and most important unit.
As unit chair Tommy also served
on the union's negotiating sub-cornmittee for the 1962 negotiations.
Again the employers tried to hold
pineapple workers back, but the organizing and mobilizing had given them
a new found power.
Tommy and his team of unit
leaders went back to the membership

LONGSHORE PENSIONERS, SURVIVORS AND DECEASED
RECENT PENSIONERS: Local 34—Patrick J. Malone; Local 464—Donald Bair; Local 10—Antonio Arthur Bustillos; Local 47—Charles
Freitas; Local 13—Luis A. Reyes, Neil Weber; Local 52—John Goldstone;
Davis, David Bustamante; Local 21— Local 54—John Jurado, John Starr,
Jack Junnikkala; Local 32—Darrell Henry White; Local 62--Martin Booth
Sampson; Local 63—Ralph Bomback; (Geraldine); Local 63—Jaxon Tillery;
Local 91—Jessee L. Johnson; Local Local 91—Eric Nelson (Margaret),
Martin Christiansen (Sylvia); Local
92—Roger Bayly, Terry Landsem.
DECEASED: Local 8—Charles 92—Buddy Booth (Margaret), Leo
Viland (June), Robert Johanson, Gerald Coulombe; Local 94—Warren Haslam
Mc Cartney, Arthur Reynolds, George Jr. (Nora), Tony Prizmich; Local 98—
Jones; Local 10—Frank Nichols Frank Boukal (Marcia). Survivor in
(Beatrice), Albert Villa (Maria), Eddie parenthesis.
DECEASED SURVIVORS: Local
Olivieri (Emily), Patrick Whooley, Peter
Hernandez, John Rodgers, Nathaniel 7—Lillian Daniels, Local 8-7-June
Wallace, Henry Dews Jr., William Lugo, Currie; Local 10—Alice Perry, Lubertha
Elijah West; Local 12—Herman Kasch, Lee, Aldine Ernster, Sarah Mefford,
Delbert Sutphin; Local 13—Charles Julia Fagundes, Zella Rahming, Roberta
Hamilton (Joyce), Manuel Soto, Willie Sinclair; Local 13—Gabriela Teran,
Gilmore Sr., George Ursich, David Reyes, Georgia Kenney; Local 18—Ann
Azael Garcia, Floyd Seward; Local 16— Joyner; Local 19—Beatrice Kenney,
Alfred Grant; Local 19—Spellman Nera Campbell; Local 21—Ethel
Foster (Annie), Raymond Wright(Mary); Branham; Local 23—Hattie Harden;
Local 21—Leo Swanson (Latrice); Local 32—Leona Barber; Local 34—
Local 23--Allen Wilson (Dolores), Gladys Black, Alice Robb, Gladys
Richard Paetz (Rosemary), Dennis .Mc Dosdoorian, Dorothy Swanson, Helen
Gowan, Robert Drath; Local 32—Craig Kimberling; Local 52—Sybil Millett,
Cannon (Sharon), Clyde Huhnke; Local Local 54—Kathryn Barrick.

Tommy Trask

and got a 93 percent vote to authorize a strike. The pineapple employers quickly caved in and agreed to
wage increases of $.14 - $.28 per
hour, children's dental, improved
medical and pension, two new holidays, increased separation pay, and
coverage for non-regulars which
brought 667 new members under
union protection.
The union organization in
pineapple had come of age. Pineapple
members had won the respect of
management and would make steady
progress in improving their wages
and conditions in future negotiations.
"It has been a team effort with us
all the way. This is the only way to
move the yardstick in this game,"
Tommy said in a September 1963
Voice of the ILWU story featuring the
giant pineapple unit.
Unit 55 was a model of ILWU
rank-and-file organization. It's 52member Steward Council actively
enforced the union contract and
made sure the membership was 100
percent organized. The Voice story
noted that Tommy, now 34, was one
of the up and coming young leaders
within the union.
The Hawaii ILWU Local 142 had
been losing members as companies
mechanized and automated. The
mechanization also began hitting
office workers as computers began
displacing hundreds of clerical and
accounting workers.. The insecurity
and changing conditions prompted
these workers to turn to the ILWU
for help.
The union made a major push to
organize these workers. The 1963
Local 142 Convention passed a dues
increase and created an organizing
department within the union to take
on this task.
Regional Director Jack Hall
recruited Tommy as a special organizer to expand the union in these
new areas. By the end of 1963, the
union won organizing drives at Castle
and Cooke's data processing unit and
at Johnston & Buscher.
The next year, 1964, was one of
the most active and successful years
for ILWU organizing. Some 52 elections were held, with the union winning 32 new units and more 1,000
new members. Organizers also made
steady progress winning smaller
units of white collar and clerical
workers of existing ILWU companies.
In 1969 Jack Hall promoted
Tommy to the more permanent position of International Representative.
His duties continued to involve organizing and negotiating. By 1977

Tommy was running the Hawaii
Regional Office as its director. The
ILWU's organizing program had
expanded in every direction, bringing
in new members from a wide variety
of industries. ILWU members could
now be found among hotels, tour
companies, automobile dealers,
memorial parks, dairies, egg packers,
condominium maintenance, truckers
and distributors, restaurants, manufacturers, hospitals, golf courses,
landscapers and more.
In his closing remarks to the
Local 142 Convention in 1979
Tommy's words reflected his longtime experience as an organizer and
how he saw the work of the union as
a mission in life.
"It is incumbent upon all of us to
spread the gospel—unionism is every
day," he said. "It's at home; it's at
work; it's at lunch breaks; it's in the
bar. We must all be vigilant to preserve the principles and policies of
the ILWU. The younger people must
be taught that negotiations and how
much in the way of an increase we get
is only part of the total movement. It
is a movement that can only be successful if carried out on a year-round
basis."
Tommy had become active in the
ILWU at an early age. He was very
conscious of the need to constantly
recruit young leaders into the union.
In 1981 the climate had shifted
against the working class with an economic recession and the election of
Ronald Reagan, but Tommy's
remarks to the Convention were confident.
"We .are on the brink of major
political and economic battles and all
of us in the workers' movement are
confronted with challenges," he said.
"When I look around me, I see a
union that has already begun to move
into the future. Here in this convention are many young leaders who will
build upon the foundation of the veterans before us. In my travels
throughout the state, I have especially been impressed by the enthusiasm
and willingness to learn of our
younger members. This gives me confidence for the future."
In 1991 Tommy was elected
International Vice President-Hawaii
in a referendum vote of the entire
ILWU membership. He retired on
August 1, 1994.
Tommy had been an ILWU member for 47 years and served the union
and membership as a leader for 40 of
those years. The ILWU shaped
Tommy Trask and Tommy, in turn,
shaped the ILWU.
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•ILWU

Book & Video Sale

Books and videos about the ILWU are available from the
union's library at discounted prices!

ORDER BY MAIL

BOOKS:
The ILWU Story: unrolls the history of the union from its origins to the present, complete
with recollections from the men and women who built the union, in their own words,
and dozens of rare photos of the union in action. $7.00
The Big Strike by Mike Quin: the classic partisan account of the 1934 strike. $7.50
Workers on the Waterfront: Seamen, Longshoremen, and Unionism in the 1930s
By Bruce Nelson: the most complete history of the origins, meaning, and impact of the
1934 strike. $11.
Reds or Rackets: The Making of Radical and Conservative Unions on the
Waterfront By Howard Kimeldorf: a thoughtful and provocative comparison of the ILA
and thelLWU. $10.50
The Union Makes Us Strong: Radical Unionism on the San Francisco Waterfront By
David Wellman: the important new study of longshoring in the ILWU. $15.00 (paperback)
A Terrible Anger: The 1934 Waterfront and General Strike in San Francisco By
David Selvin: the newest and best single narrative history about the San Francisco events
of 1934. $16.50
Work on the Waterfront: A Longshore Artist's View By Jean Grunlach and Jake
Arnautoff. Wonderful line drawings and text about longshore work. $7 (SS benefits
Bridges Chair at the University of Washington)

copies of ILWU Story

@ 57 ea. = S

copies of Work on the Waterfront

@ $7 ea. =
@ $7.50 ea = S

copies of The Big Strike

copies of Workers on the Waterfront @ $11 ea = $

1

1

@ 510.50 ea. = S

copies of Reds or Rackets

copies of The Union Makes Us Strong @ $15 ea. = S
copies of A Terrible Anger

@ $16.50 ea. = S

copies of We Are the ILWU

@ 57 ea. - 5

copies of Life on the Beam

g $28 ea. = S

copies of Longshoremen at Work

@ $25 ea. = S

dd $1.50 per item for orders outside the U.S.

Total Endosed $

,Name
Street Address or PO Box

VIDEOS:
We Are the ILWU A 30-minute color video introducing the principles and traditions of the
ILWU. Features active and retired members talking about what the union meant in their
lives and what it needs to survive and thrive, along with film clips, historical photos and
an original musical score. Si.
Life on the Beam: A Memorial to Harry Bridges A 17-minute VHS video production by
California Working Group, Inc., memorializes Harry Bridges through still photographs,
recorded interviews, and reminiscences. Originally produced for the 1990 memorial service in San Francisco. 528.
Longshoremen at Work A 17-minute VHS video adoption of a stunning slide/sound presentation about work on the waterfront by Mike Vawter, Brian Nelson and Frank Silva. $25.

State

•*City

Zip

Make check or money order (U.S. Funds)
payable to "ILWU' and send to
ILWU Library, 1188 Franklin Street, San Francisco,
CA 94109
Prices include shipping and handling.
Please allow at least four weeks for delivery.

A Helping Hand...
...when you need it most. That's what

we're all about. We are the representatives
of the ILWU-sponsored recovery programs.
We provide professional and confidential
assistance to you and your family for alcoholism, drug abuse and other problems—
11-color, 23x13
hand silk-screened
by the artist
commemorating
the!MI5
Feb. 26, 1998
demonstration
against the PMA

Send $20 plus $5
for shipping and
handling to:
Liverpm11,1
Victory Defense
Committee
PO Box 2574
and, CA
A fund raiser for the
Liverpool Dockers
Victory Defense
Committee

ILWU PRESENTS

and we're just a phone call away

Training your

Multi National

e

ILWU LONGSHORE DIVISION
ADRP—Southern California
Jackie Cummings
505 We. Pacific Coast Hwy, Ste. C
Wilmington, CA 90744
(310) 549-9066

ADRP—Oregon
Jim Copp
3054 N.E. Glisan, Ste. 2
Portland, OR 97232
(503) 231-4882

ADRP—Northern California
George Cobbs
400 North Point
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 776-8363

ADRP—Washington
Richard Borsheim
506 Second Ave., Rm. 2121
Seattle, WA 98104
(206)621-1038

ILWU WAREHOUSE DIVISION

ILWU CANADIAN AREA

DARE—Northern California
Gary Atkinson
255 Ninth Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 621-7326

EAP—British Columbia
Bill Bloor
745 Clark Drive, Suite 205
Vancouver, BC V51_ 3,13
(604) 254-7911

..00
,
1144.000"seeeesi
On September 28,1997 a snarhng, •6430115 Neptune Jade arrived in
Oakland. California. Longshore workers and an alerted corrinumity assessed
the danger and, at the request of Ito Liverpool trainers, honored the
internationally recognized practice of'waritIng the dog without the doe—
sometimes called the picket line The Neptune Jade was unable to dia..aarge,
Its bowels in the USA. Canada and Japan.
Because of these acts of international solidarity the multi snapped and
SLAPPed. requiring a further training demonstration February 26.1998
Defend the right to picket mai honor picket Its..
Stop the witch hunt
Drop the lawraita
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